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It is almost two thousand years now since Jesus said "I will build my church,
and the gates of Hades shall not overpower it." Over the centuries Satan and all
his forces have tried to prove Jesus wrong but without succe&11. Jesus has not
operated in· a vacuum to maintain His church but has used His own people
operating in the power of the Holy Spirit and remaining true to the Scriptures.
Commitment to the Scriptures and the empowering work of the Holy Spirit remain
the keys to the survival of the Christian church in Africa.

One of Satan's methods in his attempt to overcome the church 'has been
persecution of Christians.
Thanks to God that when this has happened, the
Church has been strengthened rather than weakened. Even now African Christians
glorify God for what He is doing with the Church in Uganda. A second method
that Satan has used on the African continent is the seeming success of other
religions, especially Islam. Speaking of one of the African countries, a key church
leader said: "Islam is becoming the religion of the people."
While the Christian
church in Africa remains assured that even this force will not overcome the church
of Christ, l!Qme questions need to be dealt with such as, What really attracts the
African people to Islam? The chlltch also needs to lay great emphasis on God's
annointing and raising up of Jesus as a proof to His being the only Saviour. In
addition to other religions, cults have prevailed, which have not only confused
many but gotten many followers. The series on cults presented in this journal
should serve as a beginning to the Christian's understanding of the different cults
that are gaining momentum on the continent and how to deal with them.
Satan has not only attacked from without but also from within. Increasingly
materialism has become a tool of the devil in attac-king the Christian church in
Africa. For sure Africa needs beautiful and well equipped church buildings. In
this endeavor, however, there has arisen a spirit of carelessness as to the source of
funds for some of their construction. There have been cases where other religious
groups have given donations to the church in the name of cooperation. Another
question the Christian church needs to deal with is Could slackness in the purity of
the source of church funds be a tactic of the Devil in his attempt to overcome the
church? Thanks to God for such ministries on the continent as the Theological
Advisory Group (ministry limited to Africa Inland Church
Kenya at present)
which seeks ways and means of awakening the spiritual consciousness of the church.
From .the theological angle, both the lack of contextualization and the dangere
of syncretism need to be seen as real threats to the African Church. · The African
is increasingly asking the question, How does it relate to me and my situation?
The . Christian church needs not only to preach the Gospel handed down to it but
also ·to demonstrate in word and deed how the Gospel relates to the Africans' "now
problems" not limited to eternal benefits. · This is why this journal, both in past
and current issues, has repeatedly addressed itself to the challenge of contextualizing
the unchanging message to the African situation.
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Editorial

The cry concerning the dangen of sync:retiam ie not new.
The threat is.
however, a live ma«er. Tbanb to God not 6nly for the constant upgrading of
Bible Schools and Colleges but also for the founding of eeminariea on the continent,
nch u Bangui Evangelical School of Theology, Nairobi Evangelical School of
Theology, and Nairobi Intenwional School of Theology. The challenge i,1 not only
to train more men and women but also to train them in sound doctrine. These
men and women will then ground believen in sound doctrine, giving the Devil no
chance to overcome in this are&.
Yes, Africa remains a rich ground for the growth of the church. Let us pray
and do our best so that the big church will be a mature church and although
threatened, never overcome by Satan and his forces.

Ooablbaton · to tllla Jaaae

Ro6eri J. Oclm1,

Da,.t• Umwnntr CoUe,e (Km,•)

A. ScoU Morea.,

Nuiroti Immaational School of Theolon (Km,a)

Ten-, C. Hwlbm,
(U.S.A)
Hcnr, Grif/i•,

Col•mtia Biblical Seminary snd Grsd11ate School of Niaaiona

Institvl Sapcnccr de The 'ol. Ev. de l'Uian,i (Rq. CentrafricGine)

Udobtda On•nwa, Depsrtmmt of .Religion, Uni11ffac, of Nigeria, Nnkh

(Nigeria)

Book Reviews
Haddon W. Robinaon,

Biblical Preaching --- Ralph E. Panclov,

Emefie Jke"9a Metu,

God and Man in Africa• Rdi,.on ---Stephen Sui

John R. W. Stott,

The Croaa of Chrial --- Keith Ferdinando
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THE STATUS OF WORLD CHRISTIANITY
(An outline overview for mission reflection)

Rohm J. Oehrig
From time to time it is helpful for theologians, pastors and
concerned Christians to stop a moment, take stock, and reflect on
the unfinished task that is before us as World Chribtians.
If we
are faithful to scripture, and to the last command of ·our Lord
Jesus Christ, we realize that our first task is to mission and
the propogation of the Gospel to the ends of the earth.
Many
from our continent of Africa have answered the call to mission,
and have engaged in both home and foreign mission activities.
Still many others have only a vague understanding of our mission
mandate and an even vaguer notion of the specific needs and
challenges which our world presents to the Church.
Discussion
has been increasing
concerning appropriate
structures for Af°rican Mission, and the role, the Church in Africa
can and must take in World Evangelisation.
Before any attempt,
however,
can be made to look at African Mission structures and
formulate strategies for outreach by African missionaries to the
rest of the World,
it is important for us to have a picture of
our World as it is today.
We do not take a very deep look
before quickly realizing ·that the task of World Evangelisation is
at once immense and daunting.
What follows,
in summary fashion,
is an overview of the
status of world wide Christianity, with special focus on Africa
and more specifically Kenya.
Figures are given to help the
mission student and concerned worker see more clearly the task
and to hopefully provide a clearer glimpse of the mission needs
region by region.

World population:

5 billion (1987) ---by the year 2000 it
is estimated that it will increase to 6.2 million.
finds over one half the world's population in Asia:

Asia
The West
Africa (South of Sahara)
Eastern Europe
Latin America
Middle East
Caribbean
Pacific

54.7%
12.8%
8.7%
8. '6%

7.8%
6.2%
0.7%
0.5%

Today
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Africa {North and Sub-Sahara) contains slightly more than one
half billion people, with nearly equal numbers of Christians
and Muslims.
(25% of the world's Musl_ims live in AfricaJ.

Africa 520 million -

236 million Christian ( 45%)
215 million Muslims
{42%)
5
million refugees (80% of World's Total)

Africa by year 2000 - 820 million people

Kenya's population:
20 million

( 75% agriculturalists, 10% pastoral, 15% urban)

4% population growth rate
40 million people by year 2000 (9 million will be urban)
Nairobi
(1987) - 1.6 million;
4 million by year 2000

Languages of the World:

5,455 (excluding dialects), with
about half of the world's languages found in Africa.
97% of world's population has some Scripture in its
language.

Distinct ethno-linguistic groups:
without a viable church)

Cities:

approx. 12,000 (3,000

3,000 with over 100,000 population
305 with over 1 million (30 in Africa including
Nairobi,
Dar-es-Salaam, Kinshasa, Lagos)
43~ pf world's population is urban (year 2000-50.5%)
~9% of Africa Urban (Kenya 15%J
35% of East Asia Urban
74% of Europe
67% of Latin America
81% of N. America
Clearly the vast majority of the world's future
missionaries must focus on urban ministries.

Economy:
Developed countries
Developing countri·es
U.K.
Japan
USA

Nigeria
Kenya
Tanzania

average income per person
$9,380
700
9.050
10,100
14,090
760
340
240
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Religion:
Non religious/atheist*
970,000,000
Muslims**
900,000,000
Hindus***
650,000,000
Buddhist/Chinese/
Japanese folk religions
560,000,000
Jews
15,000,000
Traditional religions
150,000,000
Christians
1,570,000,000
Others (Jains, Sikhs, Baha'i, etc)

20%
18%
13%
12%
3%
32%
1%

* Atheists are increasing, largely found in the West and 20
Marxist-Leninist countries
** Islam is the Majority religion of 37 countries of .the World
(including 16 African countries), 100 million in Pakistan,
Indonesia, and India, 215 million in Africa.
*** Hinduism is the majority religion in 3 countries, sizeable
minority iri 11).
Africa - approltimately 45% Christian,
Kenya -

42% Muslim

approximately 73% Christian, though less than 40%
in Church on given Sunday, less than 12% of Nairobi's
population in Church.
Traditional religion - 19-20%
Muslims - 6-7%
Others (Baha'i, Hindu, Jains etc):
1-2%
26 people groups with less than 20% Christians
Kenya's unreached - fall into one or·more of
following categories:
1)
2)
3)

4)

Muslim
nomadic/pastoral people
geographically isolated
culturally isolated (inc. Asians)

Evanselization World Wide:
Christians
Evangelized non-christians
Unevangelized

32%
21%
47%

1.6 billion
1.0 billion
2.4 billion
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Christianity (facts):
- Serious decline in Europe, thrilling growth in Africa,
Asia, and Latin America
Overall percentage of Christians has changed little in
the past century (though slight decline 34% to 32%
of total population).
- In North America the number of Christians in the
population has remained fairly steady for the past
two decades, but Christians as a percentage of the
population has declined.
- Of 218 nations, only 20 have a resident Christian
population of less than 1%.
Christianity has
become a world religion in this century.
Christianity by Continent:
Number

Continent
Africa
East Asia
Europe
L. America
N. America
South Asia
o·ceanic
USSR
World Total

240
22
420
392
227
125
21
102

% of all Christian

million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million

15.3
1. 4
27.2
25.3
14.7
8.1
1. 4
6.6

1,549 million

100.0

Christianity (traditions as percentage of world population):
Roman Catholics 17.5% (majority of population in 58
states)
3.2%
Orthodox
1.2% (i.e. Mormons, Jehovah Witness)
Marginals
10.4%
Protestants
Totals

32.3%

Christianity (traditions as percentage of Africa's population):
Roman Catholics
Orthodox
Marginals
Protestants
Indigenous
Totals

17.2%
4.2
1. 7
16.3
6.3
45.7%
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Kenyan Christianity:

Catholics
26%
Protestants 25%
Indigenous 20%
Orthodox
2%
Total
73%
(25,000 + congregations, 300+ denominations)

"Evangelical" Christianity:
Approximately 250 million (or 5% of world'~ population)
Region

% of Region's

Number of
Evangelicals

The West
Asia
Africa
Latin America
Eastern Europe
Pacific
Caribbean
Middle East

72
72
48
35
12
5
3
1

World-wide

Population

million
millior.
million
million
million
million
million
million

12%
3%
11%
9%
3%
18~o
8%
>1%

248 million

5%

Share of "Evangelicals" worldwide:
The West and Eastern
Europe
The "Third World"

1800
98%

1900
91%

1960
68%

1970
64%

1980
47%

1985
34%

2%

9%

32%

36%

53%

66%

Growth of Evangelical believers (1975-1985):
The West and Eastern Europe The Third World

1. 3% annually
6.7% annually
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Mieeione:
Approx. 81,000 missionaries (Pr6testant) - home and
foreign (approx. 20,000 are from Third-World)
52,000 who have moved from their home countries
Ratio of missionaries to population
Asia
Africa
Latin America
The.West
Pacific
Caribbean
Middle East
Eastern Europe

1:206,000
1: 33,100
1: 33.500
1: 84,500
1:
6, 540
1: 16.400
1=190.200
1:950,000
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JEHOV AH'S WITNESSES
Scoff Mor11111

In our aeries on c:ulta in Kenya, we introduce first the Jehovah'e Witneeee&,
who are known officially aa either the Watchtower Bjble and Tract Society or the
International Bible Students Association. In spite of the fad that there were only
4,373 full members here in Kenya in 1987, 1 there is strong evidence of their
commitment to their work. That evidence is eeen especially in the urban centres,
where they are well known for their regular ho118e calle. · We note here thai, u UJ.
organisation, they reportedly put in 1,580,774 hours in their work in Kenya last
year, an average of more than thirty hours per member per month. 2 Many
Christians have reported to us that they have been called oil more than once by. a
Witn888 who was seeking to win them to hie organisation. Rarely, however,. cm
they say thai they have been called upon by a Christian tiying to win them to
Christ. The Witneaees' zealoU81le88 in Kenya is an accurate reflection of the whole
movement; it wali reported that in 1987 they spent; 789,019,286 houn working in
210 countries.
The literature written about the Witneeeee is voluminous and covers far more
territoiy than we will be able to in this brief introduction.
The reader is
encouraged to peruse the endnotes for a repreeentative sample of that literature.
Becauee of the ready availability of good materials, in this article introducing the
Jehovah'e Witneaees we limit our goals to the following:
1.

Introducing two key men in the hietoiy of the Jehovah'e
Witne81188

2. Overviewing

briefb' the work of. the Witnesses in Kenya

8.

Identifying eeveral key teachinp of the Witneeeee

4.

Explaining the basic method Witnecmee use in recruiting
oihere

5. Outlining three basic suggestione to coneider in
responding to adherents of the movement.
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Knowing the history of a cult can aid ua in u.clerstanding the foundations,
motiv•, and convictions of i&e current· memben. If we want to be effective in
reaching Jehovah'& Witaeeeee for Christ and in refuting their claime, their history
will be a primary concem.
An anicle of this length C81UlOt begin to 'trace the
complete hletory of any cult, let alone one that hu been around for more than one
hu.dred years. With Ulat in mind we will present here ·on]y selected sketches of
the two men who were the mOllt important in shaping the Jehovah'• Witnese
organisation as it exiete today. They are the first two presidents: Charles Taze
R111111ell and Joeeph Franklin Rutherford.

rnaute.Tue

:a-u

Charlee Tue Rtl88ell (1862-1916) was the fou.der and first president of the
Witaeaeee. Hie father wu a prosperous clothing store owner, and po88ibly becaw,e
Ru.ell's mother died when he was Dine, he was brought into the buinese at an
early age. Hie own initial succeee and the legacy left him by hie father provided
him with fuade for the development of the Witneee movement. Hie parents were of
Preebyteriaa dtp:ent though he attended a local Congregational church for two
years in hie early ieeD8. At the age of fifteen he was defeated soundly in an
encou.ter with a eceptic. Ae a result he himself amumed a position of ecepticiem,
being eepecially troubled by the dodriDee of predestination and eternal puniehment.
Hie ecepticiem proved to be short lived. · By the time he wu eigh&een, he found a
email congregation of Second Adveatiete (related cloeely to the Seventh Day
teaching wu more to his tiking.
In hie new
Adventiete of today) whoee
denominational home he and eome other bueineee friends formed a Bible study
group 'in which some of RWl88.ll'e main doctrinal concepts were developed. Thie
group elected him u their 11putor• in 1876. By that time he had formulated hie
early thinking on the spiritual retum of Christ. Finding a like minded man, N. H.
Barbour, he UDited with him in publishing a magazine to spread their views. Out
of hie eucceeeful clothing buinees Rueaell provided the funds and was co- editor.
The two of them merged their respective groups and began their own work of
leading Bible studies and pabliehing materialll explaining their u.dentanding of the
•true" Biblical faith. Thie union luted only two years, the two paning ill 1878
over a difference concerning the atonement of Christ.
After breaking with Barbour, RUll&ell fiDally launched out on hie own. One
important date for the Wnneeeee ill 1 July 1879, when Rusell published the first
edition of Zion'a Wolclat0111Cr nd Herald o/ Clatw'a Prcafflcc, the precUl'IJOr of
today's
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Watchlo111Cr.
Over the years the numbers of his followers, recruited through
distribution of the magazine, slowly began to grow. He organized them into a
society which was granted a legal charier as a corporation on 13 December 1884.
This is usually recognized as the official date of the beginning of the Jehovah's
Witnesses.

The movement remained relatively obecure and grew slowly, not receiving
much real public attention until around 1910 when booklets and articles began
appearing which denounced RU8Bell and his teachings. Though the movement as a
whole remained unknown, RU8Bell, on the other hand, was constantly involved in
public scandals and trials from 1893 until his death in 1916.
After thirty two years of promoting the movement with tireless energy,
RUBBell died on a train while returning to Boston from, appropriately enough, a
preaching tour. Over these years the Witnesses report that he
. • . travelled a million miles, delivered 30,000
,ennollll and table talks • . • wrote over 60,000 pages . .
of advanced Biblical· expoeition, often dictated 1,000
letters per month, managed every department of a worldwide evangelistic campaign employing 700 speakers. . . 4

There can be little d~ubi that RU88ell devoted his life to his movement and
that his energy was expended in propagating his message. The questions that
remain concern the character of the man thus driven and the message to which he
gave birth. Here we will review several pertinent facts of his character, leaving the
teachings for later consideration.
The Chancier ol B.uuell

In evaluating the Witness organisation ii is necessary to consider the founder's
character. What type of man was the originator of the Jehovah's Witnesses who
gave so completely of himself· to ibis organisation? Does this character portray a
man uniquely chosen by God to propagate truth to a deluded and dying world?
Many have found after close investigation that he was not as upright as would be
expected for the position given him by the Witnesses. There are four negative
character traits noted in this regard.
First, Russell was proven to be a perjurer in court - a man who lied while
under oat)i to tell the truth before the God he claimed to serve. J. J. Ross, a
Baptist pastor in Ontario, Canada, published a pamphlet in which RU8Bell was
described as unlearned in the Biblical languages, falsely claiming the title of
"Pastor", and of questionable moral character, having been divorced by his wife on
grounds of cru,elty and immorality. Russell promptly sued Ross for libel. & In court
he testified under oath ·to know Greek and Hebrew yet when forced to respond to
the advocaie's questions was unable to even identify individual Greek letters. 6
Further, he initially testified that he was officially ordained by a recognized church
but when pressed had to admit that he was
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not. He initially denied that he had been divorced but was forced finally to admit
that he had. 7All of these statements were made while ·Russell was under oath.
Needless to say, Russell lost the libel suit.
Second, he was a man who developed schemes to make money by deceiving
the public. These schemes included, among other things advertising false cures for
typhoid and cancer. 8 The most infamous scheme involved an attempt to sell what
Russell termed as "Miracle Wheat." He claimed that thil wh~t would grow
five times as fast as any other type. One newspaper exposed the scheme, and
Bussell sued them for 1100,000 (about 1.7 million Kenyan shillings) in another libel
suit. In the trial the results of U.S. government tests to determine the quality of
Russell's wheat were requested. The results showed the wheat to be. of slightly
inferior quality to normal wheat rather than five times better. As with the libel
suit against Ross, the newspaper was cleared of the accusation. 9
Third, he was a man who was separated from his wife in 1897 and divorced
by her in 1913. Her stated grounds in the divorce application were "his conceit,
egotism, domination, and improper conduct in relation to other women." 10The most
serious charge levelled against him was the last which was adultery. At first he
claimed to be innocent, but ultimately under cross- examination confessed it to be
true. 11
Fourth, and fmally, he was a man who falsely advertised that he had given
sermons to large groups in "round-the-world toum". The toum themselves were
real, but the large crowds and the sermons delivered to them were not. As with
the "Miracle Wheat" this was exposed in the newspaper. 12
The picture painted only in outline form here of the founder and first
president of the Witness organisation is certainly not one of a man of upright
standing and clear testimony. Edmond Gruss concisely summarizes:
He lacked education; he wu no theologian although he
developed hia own theoloSY; he wu not a acholar; he
wu plainly a man that al timee could not be tl'Wlted; he
wu clearly a perjurer before the courla; he wu left by
hia wife becauae of his conduct; hie teachinp denied
almost every ca.rdioal doctrine of the Bible. From hia
claims and those of his followers he certainly wu the
srea&• ego\ill\ of hia age. 18

Could it possibly be true, as the Witnesses claim, that "God gave Brother
Russell to the church to be as a mouthpiece for him; and those who claim to have
learned the truth apart from Brother Russell and bis writings have been manifested
by the Lord as deceiverB . • . •? 14 Is this the type of man we would like to take
as the authoritative teacher of God's Holy Word and on whose teachings we should
base our entire lives? · we think not!
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Joaeph FrankliJl Rutherford (1869-1942), the IIOciety'a legal advisor, k>ok over
after Ruseell's death in 1916. In contn,rt to R1119ell, Rutherford was 110mething of
an eJUgmL He avoided personal publicity, only rarely making public appearucee.
His personal life was kept private, and he thus avoided the scandals that plagued
RU!lllell. At the same time, however, he displayed some of the same tendencies as
R1118ell wielding great pehlOnal power in forging the movement into the monolithic
entity that exists today.
Rutherford first came into contact with the teachings of the Witnesaes in 1894
but did not give himseH wholeheartedly to the movement until 1906. By 1907,
however, he was the society's legal advisor. His legal expertise proved invaluable in
two respects. First, it greatly aided the Witnesses, and RW111ell in particular, in
dealing with court cues. Second, and more importantly, it provided Rutherford
with the skills and background necemary to coD110lidate control over tlM
organisation after Raaell's death. For example it was especially helpful in enabling
him to find loopholes in the charter which allowed him, in the years of the struggle
for control, to dismiss others in leadership poeitions who were particularly
troublesome to him. 16
The picture painted of him is generally quite different from that of Rumell. 1•
His ability, hard work, and succea in accomplishing hia goaJs were what ll1llide tlM.
Jehovah's Witnesses the group that they are today. His shaping of the movement,
however, did not come without a high coet. From 1921 to 1931, u a result of hie
continual tightening of the organisational chain of command, almoet three-folll'ths
of th011e originally ll880Ciated with the movement left. The ones that remained of
coun,e were completely committed to the party line. 17
During his twenty five yev tenure from 1917-1942, aeveral significant chaagea
took place in the movement. The name, Jehovah's Witne111e11, was adopted in
1931; the emphasis was changed from that of Bible study and persbnal spiritual
development to works - such as the number of pamphlets placed, the number of
calls made, etc.; street distribution of its J>llblicationa was begun; organisatioul.
structure was changed from a generally looee democratic federation of like mmded
local bodies to a single, highly organised, "theocratic• one. 11 The last change wu
one of the most important as it consolidated the movement, gave it channele for
quashing dissent, and solidified the "Witne8i!lel versus the rest of the world•
mentality which is 110 important for cults to maintain their distinctive identity.

In addition to these organisational developments, Witnees t!Mology underweat
several signiftcallt changes. These included a change in emphasis from Christ to
God ("Jehovah•); a revenal of several of Ruseell's doctrines; and a more open
attack, on established religion, politics, and buinees. 19 The Witness stance 011
politics, seen specifically in attitudes such
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u a refw,al to pledge allegiance to any political leadership, caused them to fall into
disfavour with the United States government during World War L Eventually
Rutherford, as leader of the movement, was incarcerated for nine months shortly
after the end of World War I for his refusal to declare allegiance to the U.S.
government. The net result of his jail sentence was an elevatjon of his status in
the movement from a possibly questionable power broker to a martyr/hero, paving
the way for his complete control of the Witnesses during the years to come. 20 By
the time of his dea':h in 1942, the organisation was a tightly controlled regime
nbmitted completely under the authority of its one director.

A summary of the .Witnesses' published work statistics for Africa during 1987
is provided in Table 1. 21 The 76,904,778 total hours of work reported by the
Witnesses on the continent is little short of incredible. It should serve as a strong
reminder to us that the time commitment of the average Witness, who invests
almost eighteen hours per month in reaching others with the Witness message,
undoubtedly far exceeds that of the average Christian church member.
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Dellaltlou of Selected Te111111
Pvbliaher (•Pvb. •): A btJptizcd member of the Jeho111Jh's Witne11 orgtJniaation fl!ho
giws hia spare time 0111r to •preaching• for them.
Memmal: The Witneas celebration commemorating the Last Sapper. One docs not
have to be a full member to attend the celebration, and thi, gi11CS a good indication
of the total nvmbcr of people affiliated, or at least in sympalhr, fDith the WitnCBSes
in a gi11111 locatioo.

Pioneer publiaher (•Pion. Pvb. '): A pvblisher fl!ho becomes a full time u,orker for
the organiaation. He may do lhis on tJ permanent basis, or for a stipvlated period of
time (e.g., ones month per year).
Average Hovrs: This giws a very rovgh idea of the n11mber of ho11r, of •preaching•
per witnfl&9 per month in each co11ntry. R is obtained by dividing the total nvmber
of hovrs by lt (for the month,) and thm again by the number of •peak Pvbliaher,•
for the year.
This i, the method ued by the Witnesses themselves in determining
the average nvmber of hovrs p11t in per member each month, thovgh it does not
appear to take into accovnt the fact that it incl11des the ho11r1 of both the pvbli,hers
and the pioneer Publi8her8 (the latter of which, of covr,e, p11t in more hours).
Actual ,tudies of Witness publications in the homes of potential
Bible Studies:
convert,. This ftpr~ as far a, I am able to tell, is for the nvmber of act11al st11dies
not the number of people i,wofoed in the st11dies.
Preaching: (not act-.ally ued in tht table,
6ut appears in the
This is not preaching in terms of street preaching, b11t in term,
door and trying to sell literat11re. II al110 inclvdes back calls and
does not appear to inclvde time spent d11ring 'in houe • activitie11
wukly talks or services.

definitions ab011C)
of going door to
Bible St11dies 6ut
such as attending

The Witnesses first came to Kenya in 1931 when two of them travelled
through Kenya and Uganda distributing literature. In 1937 two teams followed up
this initial visit, one of them remaining in Kenya 22 and the other travelling
through Uganda and Tanzania. Near the end of their four month stay, the team
in Kenya experienced trouble with the colonial authorities and left as a result. 28
Their literature was subsequently banned, and no Witnesses were allowed to enter
Kenya as missionaries. This ban, however, did not apply to people who sought
entry as settlers who happened to be Witnesses which is how entry into the
country was affected. The success of the Witnesses in Zambia (then Northem
Rhodesia) and Zimbabwe (then Southem Rhodesia) caused the local Witness leaders
to send in two Witness missionaries to Kenya as settlers in 1956. They finally
were given official recognition in 1962 shonly before independence. By that time
some 150 Europeans had become Witnesses moet of them in Nairobi. 24 Official
recognition meant that expatriate missionaries could enter Kenya, that house to
hou...e canvassing by members of the movement was now legal, and that they could
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now approach Africans. By 1972 thirty (our expatriate Witness ::nissiomt.ries were
in Kenya, and the national movement bad grown to 1161 publisher:::. 26 At that
time the movement consisted primarily of young relatively well to do people. 26
There have been two periods of disruption for the Witnesses since they were
first registered in 1962. The first major disruption began in April o( 1973 when
they were deregistered and banned from the country (the Attorney General
reportedly referred to them 111!1 "Devil's Witnee&eS"), 27 and their thirty four
expatriate workers were expelled. 28 The ban lasted only until August of the same
year when they were reinstated aa an officially registered religious group. No
reasons for the lifting of the ban were given.
The second disruption to their activity in Kenya started on 16 November 1987
when they were deregistered aga.in. To date they are appealing. the deregistration,
and it is reported that at least in the Nairobi area they are still actively carrying
on their house to house work. To gain an idea of the scope of their activity in
· 1987 note the following: they averaged slightly more than thirty hours per member
per month in their preaching activities during the year, grew by almost 11 per
cent, baptised 2281 new members, and conducted an average of 6876 Bible studies.
In addition 15,683 attended the annllal celebration of Christ's last supper (see Table
1).

Kenya is not the 011.ly country in Africa in which the Witnesses have
experienced disruptions from the government. They have been banned at various
points in time in Ethiopia, Rwanda, Malawi, Zambia, Tanzania, Zaire, and Uganda.
29
Why the disruptions? In Kenya during the 1973 deregistration the government
stated that it would not tolerate Wpeople who create havoc under the pretext of
religion." 80 The Malawian authorities accused the Witness organieation "o( being
dangerous to the good government of the state". 31
What call8e8 an avowedly
apolitical organisation to be banned for apparently political reaso11117
POBSibly
because of the particular ways in which their apolitical attitudes are worked 011t
including their refusals to salute any national. flag, to become party members, or to
purchase political party cards. 32 As Adrian Hastings points out:
Witneeeee await the imminent retum of Christ to
establleh the Kinrdom; In the meantime they see all
govemments as an expreasion of the power of Satan and,
while willing to pay taxee and keep the peace, they
refuse to participa.te further In political life - to join
a parly or vote, to lliDf the naiional anthem or aalute
the fta.g. lt is not 1urprilling tba.t \hey &re unpopwa.r
with governments, particularly young governments
sensitive to 1111y ellght. 118

In addition to their apolitical orientation, their lack of overt works of charity
or development may hurt them in the eyes of political leaden. They l'IID no
hospitals, develop no community agricultural projects, and operate no schools for
general education- which aeems to leave them open to the -charge of being a group
which refuses to participate in the development of a country.
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Teac:luap al Jelaovala'• WltaWhat do the Jehovah'& Witnesses teach?
Space does not permit a full
presentation of their doctrines which are adequately explained in many books that
are readily available. Neither does it permit refutations of the doctrines which do
not agree with those of orthodox Christianity. Becawie our purpose is introductory
in nature, we will present some of the basic teachings of the movement and leave
to the reader the study of the refutations which will be found in most of the
standard works. 84
First and foremost, the Witnesses deny the normal Christian understanding of
the Trinity. In addition to using the argument that the word "trinity" is not
found anywhere in the Bible, 86 they consistently represent the Christian doctrine in
their literature as though Christendom is either polytheistic or that it teaches that
God and Jesus are the same person, 36 both of which are easy for them to "refute"
scripturally. Pan and parcel of their denial of the Trinity is their understanding
that Christ is not God.
Though they deny the deity of Christ they do
acknowledge Him to be "a god" from their translation of John 1:1 which they
render: "In [thel beginning the Word was, and the Word was with God, and the
Word was a god.• 87 Also within the framework of their denial of the Trinity, they
deny the person and deity of the Holy Spirit defining Him as "the invisible active
force of Almighty God which moves His servants to do His will". 88

In addition\ to the denial of the Trinity, the Witnesses deny several other
major Christian doctrines. In that sense they may be considered a cult of denial.
The doctrinal truths affirmed by the Christian Church which they reject include the
following:
That Christ was resurrected physically, saying that He was resurrected as

1.

a spirit

39

2. Thai Jesus was eternally pre-existent, teaching that in His pre-human
and post-human form, He is· none other than Michael the archangel, a created
being 40
3. Thai the final return of Christ will be physical, saying that He came
spiritually in 1914 41
4. The doctrine of an eternal Hell, saying that the grave is the final destiny
of those who are not saved 42
5. The immortality of man, saying that man· has no soul and can perish into
a state of non-existence which is the final result of all who are not part of God's
theocratic kingdom manifested through the Jehovah's Witnesses ~
6. That all believers will enter heaven, saying that heaven is reserved for ihe
144,000 mentioned in Rev. 7:4-8 - the rest of mankind can only hope for a place
in an earthly kingdom which God will establish 44
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7.
That a Christian should not give allegiance to any earthly state or
government as discU88ed above.
Two less impo~ant yet interesting doctrinal denials may be noted:
1.
Blood transfusions are considered taboo, being thought of as •eating blood•
which is prohibited in Lev. 17:14 46 and

2. Christmas and Easter are not celebrated, since the modem celebrations are held
to be a part of Satan's religion. ff
hi one major doctrine the Witnesses agree with the conservative evangelical;
they hold the Bible to be inerrant and infallible in all that it teaches.
Unfortunately they feel that the only correct understanding of the Bible is to be
found in their own material including their own translation. 47

How do the ·Witnesses win converts to their movement? They follow a well
ordered, seven step sequence, the end of which results in the baptism and
These seven steps
consequent full membership of another Jehovah's Witness.
include: (1) getting to the door and leaving a magazine (2) making a back-call
and, if the contact b&s not yet read the magazine, reading it together (3) getting
the contact to agree to be part of an informal Bible study (4) having him come
to an area wide meeting led by a Witness instructor (6) getting him to come to
the local Kingdom Hall, especially for a di11CUBSion meeting after the Sunday talk
(6) involving him in starting the work of calling on others (7) bringing him to
the stage of full identifJCation with the movement which is culminated in baptism.
48 The whole process may not sound very long or involved, but keep in mind that
the 1987 worldwide statistics indicate that an average of 3200 hours of work (steps
one through six) occur for each baptism (step seven). 49
lleapolldlag to the Jebovala'• Wlta-

In light of the above discussion, what should the Christian do when the
Jehovah's Witness comes knocking on his door? We offer the following three
suggestions.
First, tlo not .,.,., especially over doctrine! The Witness is well versed in his
discussion and already has answers for the standard objections that a Christian will
offer, especially if that Christian is not well versed himself on the Witnesses
positions. Rather than argue allow them to go completely through their· material
and then simply disregard what they have said. Once they are finished, tell them
the personal testimony of how you came to Christ and what He means to you. 1111
Jf you stress anything stress the facts that you have been saved by grace not
works, that you have security in your salvation, and that you experience great
freedom in Christ.
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Second, polildr rcfuc lfflf literasr, from them. 61 Rcfui•f the literature
blocb their progN!lllion at step one in their programme making it difflcuJS for them
to feel that they are progressing in bringing you into their fold. Refusing it politdr
hinden them from feeling martyred and thereby thinking that they are gaining
favour with God. They may even be curious about your attitude which they
probably do not see very often.
Thud, if you are interested in discusing genuine Mllllle& further, 6c prep•rcd to
dilcua nfMmJ not doctrine with them. The main appeals for many involved in
cults, as was pointed out in our previous article, 52 are the appeals of authoruy,
community, commitment, idealism, and experience. If these appeals are counM!red
effectively then the doctrine can be dealt with at a later time. In considering the
five appeals of a cult to its members, the appeal of a1dl&oritr seems to be the most
vulnerable in regard to the Jehovah'• Witness. If you seek to deal wish doctrine
first, you will be attacking only the surface level of the cuU member's commitment.
Even if you prove him wrong he will only return to his leaders to get better
doctrinal arguments to use against you or others who argue like you. His trust in
their authority will not 'be undermined by pure doctrinal discll88ion. We are not
meaning to imply that doctrine is not important - it most certainly is! The point
we seek to make here is that a doctrinal attack on a cult member is often the
weakest attack that can be made, becauee it does not deal with the deep rooted
spiritual and emotional dynamics that keep tha& penon in the cult. 68 For that
reason we suggest the approach of confronting authority as a method of witneasing
to a Jehovah's Witness.
The Witness is a member of an organisation which has claimed infallibility 64
and which time has shown to be anything but infallible. The claim of infallibility
has given the Watchtower organisation a stranglehold on each member. If that
organisation can be shown to be falae, or Satanic, or - deceptive, then the
stranglehold may be broken. In light of this the Christian who wants to reach the
Jehovah's Witness for Christ should challenge the authority of the Witness
organisation and writings.
In addition to the pollBible points made concerning the character of Charles
Taze RWl98ll above, a challenge on authority should follow eome of the argwnents
in two reeources that are readily available, namely Robert A. Morey, .Hn, to
AR8111Cr • Jchowla's Wilnus (Minneapolis: Bethany Fellowship, 1980) and Duane
Magnani and Arthur Barrett, The w-,c/JIOU1Cr l'ilu: Dialo,-c 111iCA a JcA"1HJl&'s
WilncBB (Minneapolis: Bethany House, 1985). Both do an excellent job of laying
out a detailed, systematic programme for gently undermining the authority of the
Watchtower over its adherents; both include numerous photocopies of the argwnents
and 11tatements as they appeared in the original Witness publications (which prevent
the Witness from believing that your arguments are invented fabrications); both
explain clearly how to use the photocopies to show the Witness. that his
organisation is not u .infallible as it appears to him to be.

Tlie basic Dow of the argument Wied in Morey is built uoud one core idea
which shows the Witness that the Watchtower is a faJae prophet with a
corresponciing false authority. 66
The first step is to show Shu the WJtnem
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organisation claims to be a prophet of God. Once that is demonetraied the second
step is to examine the :ffi'6lical qualificationa for a prophet which can be found ill'.
Witnes& material.
The Witnes&e11 themselves are fully aware of those Biblical
qualifications which include one hundred percent accuracy (from Deut. 18:18-22).
This leads to the third step which is to examine the predictions made in
Watchtower materials. If any prediction can be shown to be false (such as those
concerning the return of Christ in 1887, 1914, 1916, 1918, 1926, 1942, and 1976) 56
then the Witness organisation is shown to be a false prophet. Morey gives many
examples of such prophecies and leaves it to the Witness to decide for himself their
accuracy. We personally recommend Morey's book becaw,e, in addition to giving a
sensitive but firm approach, it is more affordable than Magnani and Barrett. If
you can afford them both, however, do not deny yourself the ma~rial they offer.

Coaeluioa
What then have we seen in this introduction to ihe Jehovah's Witnes&es? We
noied that the character of Russell as the founder of the movement falls far short
of being a man of God. We touched on Rutherford'& accomplishments as president
We poinied out the many areas in, which the Witnes&es
of the organisation.
disagree with the Christian Church and the clear. teaching& of the Bible. Finally
we made three 1uggestion1 for dealing with a Jehovah's Witness who approaches
you.

In conclusion we remind our readers that the average Witnes& is concerned for
you. He fears that you are headed for an eternity of non-existence in the grave
and would like you to join him in God's theocratic organisation to be established
here on earth. He also fears for himself not having an assurance of his own
•salvation•. As a result he puts in hoUl'I and hoUl'I of work each month designed
to prove his worth to the organisation. Our responsibility is to love the Witness
into the kingdom of Christ, to gently persuade him that he has submitied himself
to a false authority, and to show him the freedom and assurance offered freely in
Christ. Our hope is that the material presenied in this brief article will beUer
equip us to fulfill that responsibility.
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1
The statistics given here are extracted from 9 The Last Days-A Time of
Harvest", T/ae WatclatoUlff, January 1, 1988, pp. 18-16.
2
•works• as used by the Witnesses refers to their "preaching" endeavours, which
include door to door lit.erature distribution, back calls, and studies of Witness
materials which are called "'lible studies. Note the growth rate in total hours: in
1959 it was 126,317,124; in .974 it was 371,132,570, and in 1987, as related, it was
739,019,286 a rate of roughly 6.4 per cent per year during that 28 year period.
The. term ·•average number of hours per month per Witness• is BOmewhat
misleading as it includes the work of both the normal congregation and the work of
the fulltime. "pioneer" publishers. See Table 1 in the text for further explanation
and the average work per month for other African countries.
8
The information for R11888ll's biographical background · was extracted from
several sources including Anthony A. Hoekema, JehovaA's Witnesses (Grand Rapids:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1963), pp. 9-11;
Walter• Martin, The
Kingdom of the Cults:
An Analrsis of the Major Cult S,stems in the Present
Christian Era (Minneapolis:
Bethany Fellowship, 1966), pp. 34-42;
Duane
Magnani with Arthur Barrett, The Watchtower Files: Dia.lope with a Jehovah',
Witness (Minneapolis: Bethany House Publishers, 1983), pp. 36-66; and Edmund
Charles Gru1111, The Apostle., of Denial: An E:i:ammation and Ezpo,e of Uu Hiltory,
Doctrine,, and Claim, of Uu Jehowla', Witne,,e, (N.P.: Presbyterian and Reformed
Publishing Co., 1970), pp. 38-62.

4
C. J. Woodworth and George H. Fischer, The Finished Mrstery (Brooklyn:
International Bible Students Association, 1917), p. 57; cited in Gruss, p. 60.
6
A libel case is one in which the accused is supposed to have made false
statements for the purpose of damaging the character or public opinion of a pel'IOn.
The responsibility in such a case rests on the one filing the suit who has to prove
in court that the statements made are false. For details on this case see Cru11,
pp. 48-9 and Martin, pp. 37-8.

e Hoekem.a, p. 14.
7

Martin, p. 40.

a Gru1111, pp. 46-6.
t

Martin, pp. 35-6, and Hoekema, pp. 12-13.

10
As reported by Bruce M. Metzger, "The Jehovah's Witne11e11 and Jesus
9-11;
cited· ·by Hoek.em.a, p. 18.
Christ,• Tb~oion Todar, April 1963, pp.
Though not as sensational, the character charges cannot be· lightly dismiaeed.
What person knows a man's true character better than his wife? In considering
Rll888ll's claims to be a true man of God we cannot neglect the court testimony of
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hie own wife.
11
John H. Gerstner, Tlae Tl&eolo,r of Ills Major Sects (Grand Rapids: Baker Book
House, 1960), p. 31;
though GJ'U88 notes that thiB charge was never actually
proven, p. 45.

12

Manin, pp. 36-37, recounts the expoee.

II

GJ'U88, p. 51.

14

TAe WatcAI01Hr, 15 September 1922, p. 179; photocopied in Magnani and

Barrett, p. 56.
16
See the fascinating account of William J. Schnell, a former insider, who gives a
very negative evaluation of how Rutherford achieved his goals in 80 Years a
Watclit0111Cf' Sla,ie: Tlae Oonfessiou of a Oon11eried Jelaow1''a Witnesa (Grand Rapids:
Baker Book Ho1111e, 1971), pp. 34-9.
16
Though note that Gerstner, p. 31, relates that Rutherford •followed b.18 leader
in matrimonial infelicity"; see also Schnell'& account, pp. 34-9. In addition we
note that Olin Moyle, a legal advisor for the society, resigned under Rutherford's
leadership because of "Rutherford's poor treatment of the Bethel personnel, b.18
excessive anger, hie discrimination, the allowance of 'vulgar speaking and smut,' and
the 'glorification of alcohol and condemnation of total abetinence . . . "; cited in
&lmund C. Gruss, We Left Jelaow1''s Witnesaes - A Non-Prop/ad Organization
(Phillipeburg, N.J·.: I\-esbyterian and Reformed Publiahing Company, 1974), p. 7.
17

Schnell, p. 38.

1a

Hoeltema, pp. 16-17.

111

See GJ'U88,

20

Schnell, pp. 34-5.

Apostles of Denial, pp. 56-65 for diacW1Bion.

21
Table 1 does not include the countries of Angola, Burundi, Cameroon,
Comoroe, Djibouti, Egypt, Ethiopia, Malawi, Mozambique, Rwanda, Sahara,
In most of these countries the Witnesses cannot operate
Somalia, and Sudan.
legally, and ~ they are not liated in the annual report though statistics from them
(and other similar countries around the world) are given in lump form in the
report under a general category. See the category •37 Other Countries" on p. 15
of "The Lut Days".
22
They primarily came to pus out Witness literature, though we note here that
the colonial authorities did not allow literature distribution among the Africans; see
Bryan R. Wilaon, "Jehovah's Witnesses in Kenya", Jnmol of Religion in Africa
(1973) Si 129.
28

Ibid., p. 130.
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t5

Ibid., p. 131.

26
Ibid., p. 133. Publishers are full members of the WitDellll organisation who in
their spare time go how,e to house selling Witness literature seeking to bring othel'll
into the organisation.
·
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THE QUEST FOR RENEW AL IN
THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
Terry C. H1'lbert

The quest for renewal rests upon two assumptions: we are not perfect, and
our world is not static. The former recognizes the fact that, fallen and finite as
we are, we may not always have made the best decisions about our philosophy of
education, our methodologies and materials, our structures, and our assessment of
the kind and the extent of our clientele. The latter assumption recognizes that our
world is changing and that we must continue to grow and to adjust to new
situations.
But what is renewal? Renewal is the process of restoring to freshness, vigor
or perfection. 1 Renewal in theological education does not necessarily imply a
The word renew suggesta, rather,
rejection of that which has preceded.
development--the building of that which is better upon that which has been good.
Renewal begins with re-view. This "viewing again" does not mean that our
first view was faulty, but rather that our perspective has changed and new factors
have been introduced. In the past decade developmenta inside and outside the
world of theol~ic~ education have been rapid and profound.
It is essential,
therefore, that we re-vit:w our concept of theological education from today's
perspective and then anticipate tomorrow's world in which our graduates will serve.
Re-view leads to refinement; it may also lead to redirection.
Accrediting agencies must take the lead in establishing standards and setting
forth challenges which will encourage the institutions for which they are responsible
to articulate 'and implement philosophies of education which will constantly respond
to the needs of the world in which they serve. The ICAA Mani/uto on the
Renewa.l of ' Theological Ed•cation is a landmark document in this respect, an
expression of the highest ideals and criteria for theological education. Our task
now is to show specific ways in which it must be implemented worldwide in the
context of the last decade or this century.
Accreditation implies evaluation from the outside. Perhaps we could find a
Biblical basis for this in I Corinthians 4:4 as Paul says, "I know nothing against
m)'BeU. 1 The same is true for accrediting agencies themselves. We need to •get
outaide of ourselves" and ask the right questions. We need to review our
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purpoee and performance, our methods and outcomes. Theological education should
not be thought of as static or monolithic. Us basic premises must be applied 'with
a fiexibility that makes them meaningful and effective in changing times and in
differing cultures.
Since our work is never perfect and our world is never static, renewal is never
permanent. It mUBt be a continuoUB process with built in check points and a
commitment to confmn or change as evidence indicates. In the process we must
avoid both the restlessness which demands change for the sake of change and the
traditionalism which results in stagnation. The apostle Paul's exhortation· to "stop
being conformed to this world but to be continually transformed by the renewing of
our minds" may well be applied to theological education., The result for our
Institutions will be "a testing to demonstrate the good and acceptable and perfect
will of God" (Romans 12:2 adapted). Renewal is not an event but a process; it
is a maturing which produces the fruit of excellence.
Like many commonly used terms, theological education is ofte11 net clearly
defined in the minds of its usel'8, and its meaning may vary from person to person.
However, Ken Mulholland captures the basic ingredients most· would accept:
"Theological Education is all of the systematic Biblical and doctrinal teaching, both
theoretical and practical, that has as its purpose the preparation of the believer,
especially the leader, for the role of a special ministry in the Church.• 2
The term "theological" 18 Imprecise because, used in this way, "theology"
obviously includes a numbe~ of disciplines.
Further, the phrase "theological
education" does not indicate the purpose of the education nor the people who are
being educated.
This imprecision is undel'lltandable but it has tended to blur such Biblical
concepts as "teachel'8 equipping believel'8 for the work of the ministry for the
purpose of building up the body of Christ" (Ephesians 4:11, 12). (Later we will
distinguish several kinds of theological education such as "Christian education• and
"ministry education.")

Mulholland's definition emphasizes the two basic elements of theological
education, knowing Biblical content and training believel'II to minister in the church.
As we consider renewal in theological education, we will need to consider these and
other specific dimensions implicit in the term.
L

DISTINCTIVES

or

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION

Before noting ·specific indicatol'8 for renewal, we need to remind ounelves of
some fundamental differences between theological and secular education. 8 Wf; n~
to do this so that in the accrediting process we are not tempted to imitate
uncritically thoee patterns in secular education which are built on presuppositions
which are not necessarily compatible with Biblical values or cultural considerations.
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Secular education preparee people to understand, relate, contribute t,,. aud be
Although ideally secular educafrm 11htHld produce
knowledgeable, competent, effective people--among them many C'.!iristiaus--the
efl'ectivenese of aecular education is increasingly being meuured by the
marketability of the ,kills of the graduate and the financial reward theee are
preeumed to guarantee.

rewarded by their 10Cieties.

Theological education on the other · hand involves eeveral unique
preeuppoeitione which determine the etandarde by which theological education must
be meumed and the kind of renewal we must 11eek for it.

lleepnaibilitJ to God. Theological education presuppoees a mandate from God and
primary reepouibility to him. Although efl'ectivene111 in method and outcomes are
to be valued, theological education muet (Jr8t of all respond to the commande of
God and not the marketplace or a value syetem of 80Ciety. Athough there is an
implicit ~ h y of authorities in the educational process, from the student to the
teacher to the adminietrator to the board and to the Church, all are ultimately
responsible to God hi1111Jelf for their decieions and actioue.
Thill meaue that
economic or 90Cial or, other preeeuree of human origin muet never become the
dominant force in theological education,

EtenaaJ· .Jpilcaace.

Although we marvel at the contributione which the reeearch
and initiatives of secular education make to the quality and duration of human life,
there ie an eternal significance to the contribution of persone trained for the. tasks
of evangelism and edification, the "greater works" Chriet predicted.
Thet1e
outcomes far outclaea and outlast the products of the greatest scientific, literary,
and business minde in history.
Whatever the methodology, therefore, the results of our teaching, whether
This eternal dimension of theological
excellent or mediocre, are permanent.
education conetitutes both an encouragement and a challenge for renewal.

Ablolate tntla. Theological education began with the initiative of God himself as
While
He revealed truth and provided for its communication to all peoples.
.theological education involves the, discovery of truth in Scripture and new
experiences in applying it to life and ministry, it differs from secular education in
that it begins with the . premise that propositional truth is recorded in the
Scriptures and that this truth ill not to be determined but to be discovered by
man. This means that we must conetantly be alert for an overemphasie on "the
traditions of men," and guard against a modern Pharisaism which would emphasize
the theological accretions of scholars more than the Word of God itself.
Spiritual dynamic. Although many may achieve academic excellence through skill
and detwmination, the Holy Spirit enables the believer to learn and live with a
dimension unknown to the unregenerate scholar. This spiritual assistance ii not a
subetitute for diligence but an added factor which affects the reason for and results
of learning. · While such virtues as pel'IIOnal Integrity, reliability, and love for othen
may be
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rapeded in aecular education, they validate true theological education. Thu,
without spiritual formation of the student, theological education differs from secular
education mainly in subject matter.
Evaluation of spiritual outcomes in the
graduate, therefore, becomes one of the 1D08$ importau.t functions of the re-view
and renewal procem.

Ceatnl*1 of tu Olauela. Secular education prepares the graduate to work for
oneeeJf or for one's country or for a corporation. Theological education, however,
prepares believers to serve the church under the authority of its Head. Whatever
their office or salary, graduates are not in business for the111.1elves but for the Lord.
The effectiveness of theological education, therefore, muat be measured by how
well it · enhances the graduate's ability to contribute to the achievement of the
building of Christ's Church. This does not imply that the Christian who receives
aecular education or, for that matter, no education at all, cannot make such a
contribution. It does mean that the effectiveness of theological education mUBt not
be mealJUl'ed in terms of individual academic achievement but rather in terms of
preparation for minisiry through and for the Church.

D. roB.OES .B.EQUllllNG RENEWAL IN THEOLOGICAL EDUO_ATtON
Theological education does not take place in a vacuum but against the
backdrop of change which continues to increase in speed and scope. In the last
decade urbanization, economics, travel facility, social upheavals, political
uncertainties, and medical advances have been among th08e forces which have
drastically impacted our world.
Theological education must take into account the real and felt needs of
people--iDBide · and outside the church. In the immediate context of the church
and school, however, several primary factors challenge ua to renewal in theological
education.
Impact of "con1umeriam." (especially in the West). With reference to education
the questions, "What will it do for me?" and •Js it worthwhile?" are normal and
appropriate.
Laymen have probably always been particularly ambivalent about
theological education, desiring learned authorities to lead them in spiritual matters
but also being susceptible to the sUBpicion that theological study and aemin.ariea in
particular do not always relate to their everyday needs.
Since theological schools exist to serve the church, its members have the right
and responsibility to expect from theological education positive results that will
significantly edify and expand the church.
lacreued value of education.
Following World War II and the subeequent
independence movements, the perception has grown that to obwn a degree of
ahnost any kind is a guarantee of prestigious and well paying employment. With
many countries experiencing increasingly severe and chronic unemploymen,, the
prospect of earning a degree or eome kind of academic i:ecognUion, even iD .a
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theological achool, holds a special kind of hope. This need noi lead us io ihe
conclusion ihai ihose who enier theological schools do so for unworthy motives.
However, ihe idea generally held of ihe high economic and prestige value of a
degree, especially in many non-Western countries, can well spill over inio ihe
church. A reverse ihrusi of ihis view is ihe reluct~ce of many extended family
members io help support a young man or woman in theological training when ihey
realize ihai ihis kind of education holds liiile hope of fmancial advantage.

latenctloa between reeideat ud aoa-resldeat programs. Doubi should no longer
cenier on ihe validity of extension training as ii did when TEE appeared iwo
decades ago. Further, current discUBBion should noi be limited io how extension
iype training relaies io ihe preparation of church leaders and pastors, bui expanded
rather io address the question as io how it may also be applied effectively to train
in context emerging leaders io disciple ihe greai numbers of new believers and
uniaughi believers who are filling our churches. Perhaps ihis is one of ihe greatest
challenges in theological education ioday.
Iacreue la tile aamber of cbun:h memben. In places where multitudes are coming
to Christ, structures and programs for theological education are often experiencing
great difficulty in making productive adjustments. As noted above the issue is not
just how best io train church leaders but rather io make sure that the heart of the
Great Commission, "teaching them io obey all things . . .", is carried out for all
believers. Theological ·education must also be missiological education if it is io be
true to the commandment of Christ. This means making disciples who will go and
make diaciples.

In theory. it is the graduates of our theological schools who should be
accomplishing the task of edifying believers and equipping ihem to evangelize the
lOBt. When the programs and practices of mOBt churches are considered, however,
we see a lack both of spiritual. growth and enthusiasm for evangelism. What are
we doing to meet ihe basic needs of those who are coming io Christ io equip and
motivate them for reaching others? This question constitutes a pressing challenge
for renewal in theological education.
lacreue la the aamber of theological schools. A recent Pfllae item notes that a
theological achool is born somewhere in the world every two days! 4 Established
achools are making great strides in iheir academic programs. A decade ago they
were putting down their roots, and now they are producing much fruit. As we
multiply and gain academic momentum, however, we must always ask: What ifi the
nature and extent of our impact? Are we responding with maximum effectiveness
io Biblical mandates and · contemporary needs? In . whai ways are we growing?
What kind of fruit are we producing? Are we preparing men and women io equip
believers io build up the church through edification and evangelism?

Developmeat of accredWag apacle& The timely establishment of the International
Council of Accrediting Agencies testifies io the contribution. these structures are
making io excellence in theological education. If theological education holds the key
to the building of the Church, the task of accrediting agencies and the role of
Ouislde of North America
ICAA In particular are of crucial significance.
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non-govemmental accrediting functions were unknown in theological education as
recently as a couple of decades or so ago. This new world wide development is
now of gru.t importance and must be used with the greatest possible effectiveness
for good.
The international character of the task, however, must always be borne in
mind. Although it is natural and right that national and regional aspirations in
theological education should develop and that we should seek credibility through
accreditation, ~mparing ourselves with others and the competitive spirit this
generates, however, must never be our motivation for pursuing academic excellence
and the recognition of it. Accreditation must never be seen as a prize to be won
but as a part of the process by which an institution matures and becomes more
effective in achieving its objectives.
As a unique force for cohesion and continuity in the development of
theological education, accrediting agencies have the opportunity to guide theological
schools towards increasingly effective and relevant contributions to the chun:hes.
This increase in the influence of accrediting agencies demands that they become
catalysts in the renewal of theological education.

m.

ADAS

or

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION WHICH NEED RENEWAL

Renewal in theological education at tbie time is not optional. A realistic look
at our training institutions, the Church, and the world around us requires that we
re-wsw· what we are doing and ask God for guidance as we' see need for
re/inemffll and redirection.
Bui where should we begin? When we conduct a campus accreditation visit,
certain "soft spots" usuallx become evident. As I now look at the whole spectr.im
of theological education, I have ll<!Veral concerns. Others may add to the list, and
perception of priorities will no doubt vary. But here are at least five "BOft spots"
which if addressed and strengthened would greatly increase the impact of theological
education, especially in the churches where we must ultimately measure its
effectiveness.
Defiaition of PUl'J>OH• We need to sharpen the focus of our purpose, especially as
this relates to recognizing the vocational goals of our graduates. Broadly speaking,
mosi of ihem will become either "theologians" or "ministers." Lois McKinney has
explained well this distinction:
. . . ministry education ii, not to be confused with
theological education. Theological education prepares
scholare who develop and extend theological diiiciplines.
Ministry education prepares servant-lea.de~ for the' Church.
Both ;i,eologio.ns and ministen are needed. The problem
arises when we fall to di,,tlnguiiih between the two In the
edui:atlon programs we develop. ~
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Parenthetically, we should note a later comment by Dr.
subject which makes application to expatriate workers.

McKinney on this

Implicit to what I have 1aid eo far ia another t118k for
mlaeio1111: We must make sure miseionaries are modeling
ministry. We do not need more theologi&n1, scholars, and
profeeaors in Third World schools (or in North American
schoole for that matter). What we need ia role models for
mini.try. We need men and women who are both academically
qualified and ministerially qualified. We need men and
women who are 118 at home planting churches in an urban slum
118 they are when they are reading textbooks on
eccleaiolo&Y. 6

We should ask: Is this ideal true only for expatriates? Does it not also apply to
those who in any cultural context are preparing men and wom~n to serve?

It should be noted here that the configuration of personnel needs may vary
from region to region. For instance, the Church in Latin America and Africa has
many pastors but urgently needs more well trained theologians native to the area.
This kind of disparity in church leadership from place to place reminds us that the
purpose and the programs of theological education must take into aocount current
and future needs of the Church with reference to these and other ministry
functions.
While recognizmg the value of both theological and ministerial vocations, we
must also note that they differ and that these differences must be reflected in our
educational processes. Robert Ferris reinforces McKinney's point:
Traditional, religious educators have viewed the
i1111tructional functions of the church in two 118pects.
"Ohrietian education" ueually refers to thoee teaching
functio1111 which are directed broadly to all church
members. "Theological education,• on the other hand,
represents specific training aimed at preparing p118tors
and leaders for congregational ministry. Sometimes the
diatinction hu been maintained for the wrong reuona.
When participation in miniatry hll8 been contingent bn
attainments in theological education, the expansion of .the
church hu been stifled; and distinction between clerll)' and
laity hu be,n heightened. There ls· no biblical
juatificant for separation of "theological education" from
"Ohriatian education" if the purpoee is to enhance a
clerical elite.
Another reuon for distinguishing between "Christian
education• and "theological education,• however, is rooted
in the nature of the Ohurch. The Ohurch is represented in
the New Teetament u a ministering community. Those who
lead thie community are primarily respo1111ible for nurturing
persons under their care. Nurturing includes the teaching
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functions Identified above u •obrinian educwoo. • The
tuk of •theological education, 1 on the other hand, Is to
nurture th111e gifted leaders who, in turn, nurture the
church. 7

We are faced with the questions then of when, in what ways, and to what
extent should we specialize our •, curricula for th011e who will · become
theologians/teachers and th011e who will become pastors and other kinds of leaders.
Further, we may not know early in their educational sequences or for that matter,
until after they have graduated, who will follow one path and who will follow the
other. Even if we did know, in what ways would this affect the curricula they
.would follow? Put still another way, should future theology professors minimize or
bypass ministry preparation and experience? H so, how, would that affect the
content and method of their teaching? What effect would this kind of role model
have on students who are preparing for local church ministry? Or should future
pastors bypass serious study of Biblical doctrines and the dev~loping of exegetical
skills? What effect would this have on their ability to "feed the Dock" and to
teach that flock to feed themselves and others?
As we seek to refine our definition of purpose, we will need to avoid two
extremes: (1) Making no distinction in our educational processes between future
theologians (teachers, scholars, researchers, writers) and "ministers"; and (2)
Making the distinction in our curricula too early and too completely.
As we seek to refine the definition of our purpose, then, we must remember
that the minister needs to know both Bible and doctrine; and the theologian needs
to know the church. Both need spiritual maturing: growth in holy living and in
the practice and power of prayer, involvement in evangelism, and the development
of those qualities and that conduct which characterize servant-leaders.

ldentlllcation of cllentele. We often say that we are training "church leaders. 11 We
need to think more precisely about this concept, however, because it is euy to
communicate too much or too little by the word •Jeader. • Two terms need
clarification:
Clafff'Clt Leader: What do we mean when we say we are
training "church leaders"? Do we mean pastors or other
recognized offacers in a local chlllCh or denomination?
Should we include personnel in parachlllCh organizations
where many of our graduates are finding fruitful
ministries? Are "church leaders" only paid pastors, or
male, or •preachers"? Do we realistically take into
account the variety of roles and responsibilities and the
gifts and skills which God uses to build and extend his
Church?
Further, what about Bible taught "lay people," the
spiritually mature penetrators of the worlds of education,
commerce, and government? Do we have a reeponsibiliiy to
prepare them for these and other kinds of non-
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ecclesiastical roles or at least to train their church
leaders to prepare them.

Leader: What do we mean by "leader"? Does a
theological degree make a person a leader? Do we promise
too much when we imply that our graduates will
automatica.lly become officers in God's army when many have
never been NCO's? In seeking stature and students for our
seminaries, do we imply that completion of a program will
insure a special status in the Body of Christ?
A sharpe~ingf our focus with regard to our product reflected in how we
advertise our sc
Is, how we admit our applicants, and how we adjust our
curricula may
an important step in discouraging elitism and, on the other hand,
encouraging the development of a. broad spectrum of suitably prepared, productive
members of a Body of Christ--true servant-leaders.

Relatioaship with churches.
The structure and content of much theological
education probably reflects more the interests of academia. than the concerns of the
churches.
The cry is a.II too familiar, "They never told me a.bout this in
seminary!" (Faculty may respond that often the "telling" was more effective than
the "hearing").
While we would expect that denominationally-related schools would be more
responsive to the priofities of local church needs, such is not always the case. 8
We find this gap between t:..e content and structure of pastoral training and the
requirements of the ministry itself in the contexts of both denominational and
independent churches.
This is an area. where accrediting agencies have the
opportunity to exercise strong leadership to assure that theological schools a.re
responsive to the churches and that graduates of our theological schools are ready
for ministry, whether in the role of theologian-teacher or leader and equipper of a
local congregation.

Contextualization. Contextualization of theological education involves both content
(e.g.
"developing ethnic theologies") and application
(e.g.
"dealing with the
implications of theology for local issues and needs").
Theological education must be contextualized, however, not only in terms of
relating it to the cultural and religious context in which graduates will minister!
but also in terms of the kind of content they learn and the kinds of competencies
they develop. Larry Sharp makes this point forcefully:
Our Western theology is abstract, intellectual, and
propositiona.l. And we tend to tea.eh the same way on the
mission field. Alien practices like this muot end, since
they stress theology without soda.I reality.
On the other hand, evangelicals must not swing to the
"obedience-before-faith" theology either. Rather, we must
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eva.luate how our high-level theological education relatee
to the realitiee of living. The pastors we tr&in muet be
able to communicate with farmers, lMJo drivers and peasants.
When a man io unemployed, his oon on drup, or his wife
unfaithful and he can't cope, he doeen't want to hear about
Barth or Bultmann or eechatological truth. He needs an
understanding person who can relate biblical truth to his
need. g

Nunez adds:
in Latin America we
leaders capable of carrying
rooted deeply in the Word
their own culture; leaders
10
context .

are far behind in training
out contextualization; leaders
of God and fully identified with
who know the text and the

The roots of our systematic theology go back to Europe, but the future of
much theological thinking and education lies in the Third World. The relevance of
"Western theology" is increasingly in question. Study in Western· seminaries or
under Western trained faculty serving overseas often raises the fear that the
graduates will not be able to minister effectively in their own cultures.
From an African perspective Tony Wilmot pleads for balance:
Accrediting ~uthfrities will need all the help we can
give them to insure that, on the one hand, they do not
rigidly cling to curricular traditions in such a way as to
enforce irrelevance and stifle the right kind of
contextualization, and, on the other hand, they do not
allow •contextualization• to be used as an excuoe for
dropping difficult studies without a persuasive argument
that such studie!! are generally irrelevant in the context
served by the school in question. We are concerned to
provoke some reader of this article to contribute to the
task of developing a ha.lanced set of prioritiee for
theological education in Africa which can be sustained on
grounds of relevance to the African context or to the
mission11.ry context in which the growing African Church must
increasingly i>Crve. 11

Wh~-to establish academic credibility or to perpetuate Western precedence,
we often tend to give more attention to the theological debates of centuries past
than to the inductive study of doctrines explicitly recorded in the Scriptures.
(Might some of the former parallel what Paul called "endless genealogies"?) We
also tend to give more attention to. preparing students for the traditional duties of
the "senior pastor" than to training them to be competent in evangelism, discipling,
and the "equipping of the saints for the work of the ministry for the building up of
the ·Body of Christ."
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A word of caution is needed concerning shaping our cunicuJa and counes by
a strictly local mold. . In a world in which countries are becoming increasingly
interdependent, ethnocentrism in terms of cultural pride and exclusivism can be
detrimental to theological education. While by definition contextualization involves
relevancy to one's own cultural se~ting, we have much to learn from each other,
especially in the Body of Christ.
We saw this principle demonstrated in Church Growth Workshops which were
held in over 60 countries. V-ugil Gerber led Jll08t of the two or three member
teams which differed from country to country.
Conditions, cultures, and
church/mission participants varied greatly. The general purpose, structure, content,
and method, and even the outcomes, were remarkably constant, however. In each
case peop~ in one workshop learned much from the ideu and experiences of th011e
in previous workshops even though they differed greatly in · culture and church
parallel should be sought in theological education. The
structures. Perhaps
ICAA and the Tl&eological New have high potential for this kind of networking.

a

Spiritual formation. We now have computers which can receive, process, store, .and
deliver information--all at the touch of a lr.ey. Graduates of our theological
schools must do more than these functions; or the computer, Time', "man of the
year• a few years ago, could become the pastor of the future! Although the
parallel is ludicrous, it reminds us of the fact that our graduates need to be able to
do more than passively collect and casually dispense information on command.
They must be living, active personal demonstrations of the Biblical ·doctrines they
have learned, .capable of insights and initiatives.
In a recent meeting o.f the deans of thirteen leading evangelical seminaries in
the United States, the su6ject which elicited the greatest concern and lengthiest
discussion was the quality of the spiritual life of our students and ways in which
we could help them grow. If the testimony of these deans and the spiriiual quality
of many churches indicates a "soft sport" in this area, this concern musi be given
high priority as we think about renewal in theological education.

When Jesus COIIUll&llded us to "make disciples," He introduced a spiritual
dimension to learning. In his day many disciples followed many teachers. But the
word "disciple" came to be used in a special sense for those who reflected the
character of their Teacher to the extent that the pagans at Antioch coined a new
word for ihem, "Christians.•

If we can assume that theological education rests on Christ's command,
"teaching them to observe all thinp whatsoever I have commanded you . '. .1 , we
must take very_ seriously the continued spiritual growth of both the teacher and the
student. The importance of ihis relationship is noted by Ferris:
Often it ie not our content which ii problem&tic, but the
proc- we employ u we work tow&rd tb- endll. De11plte
McLubu'• reminder th&t •the medlvm ii the m-.e,• we
b&ve too often focwied only on the content of trunlng.
While teeebing truth with our l1pe, we fruau&le our lupr
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pala by the way we relate to our 1tudenta. 12

The eelection of godly faculty and the monitoring of their spiritual development and
their impact on students must take precedence over any kind of academic criteria if
theological education is to differ from that which is secular. The kind of faculty
that we employ and the spiritual standardii we maintain for them will largely
determine the kind of person we graduate. Is there not a correlation between how
well we have implemented this principle in our seminaries and the present level of
spirituality in our churches?
Several New Testament words suggest facets of this spiritual dimension of the
teaching ministry. Diduko emphasizes the communicating of truth with authority
and with impact on the learner. Mathdetw emphasizes the relationship between the
teacher and the student, especially in terms of how the latter reflects his values
and conduct. Katarlizo means to "prepare, make complete, capable, competent to
meet all demands" (2 Corinthians 13:9/2 Timothy 3:17). Oikodomeo emphasizes
community, the building up of the church through edifJCation and evangelism
It involves encouragement and the application of the Word
(Ephesians 4:12).
among believers --the common life experienced by the parts of an organism.
Three of these words are interrelated in Luke 6:40: "The disciple (mathetes)
is not greater than his teacher (didaskalon), but when he is fully prepared
(katertiamenos) he will be like his teacher (didaskolos). w
The extent to which our faculty model these ingredients and thus impact
positively and strongly the spiritual lives of their students will also strongly affect
the quality and results of their future ministries.
Although spiritual formation is usually included in Christian accreditation
standards, it is not always evaluated or emphasized as realistically as other criteria.
Should deficiency here be outweighed by faculty credentials and curricular
completeness? Should an institution be accredited if there is a marked lack of
achievement in this area?

IV. RESOURCES FOR RENEW AL IN THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
The importance of competency in
ministry--the ability to feed and tend the flock and to make disciples who can
make disciples--can hardly be overestimated, but in some theological schools it is
In many situations academic excellence is
neither emphasized nor evaluated.
measured mainly by the nature of the process, not by the quality of the product.
But ·u the purpose of theological education is to prepare for ministry--academically
or local .church orienied--then our criterion of excellence must be the extent to
which the graduate is ready (and shows potential for continued development) for
functioning effectively in that ministry.

Empwis oa compdeaey-bued leaniDg.

In theological education then the end does not justify the means; the end
must determine the means.
For instance, in its curriculum evaluation Westem
Conservative Baptist Seminary (Portland, Oregon, USA) has established
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"competency-based learning• as its controlling criterion in determining curriculum.
The right educational process must be determined then, not by arbitrary or
antiquated presuppositions, but by its effectiveness in producing the desired result.
This concern has been emphasized by the (North American based) Association of
Theological Schools in iis Readiness For Ministry program which measures the
studwt on admission and continues to monitor his or her progress throughout the
program.
This kind of concern should put pl'e8Sure on curricula and courses to achieve
(or perhaps modify) stated objectives.
It also involves realistic, evaluated
experience as part of the education process.
Dec:eatramatioa of lelll'lling througla aew delivery ll)'lltems.
Audio and vi~
recording and playback facility, computers with capacity for desk top publishing,
travel facility, and satellite communication have changed the potential pattern of
education in ways we never dreamed of when our accrediting agencies were born.
If TEE jarred the educational world twenty years ago, what will be the impact of
current and future technology? The &11&wer will be determined as with TEE by
whether we see these developments as threats or as great new resources which can
make possible quantum leaps in the efficiency and breadth of theological education.

We must avoid two e-dremes: resisting applications of new technology and
delivery systems to theological education and relying on them to the extent that we
erode the discipling dimension of the faculty-student relationship.
The challenge for involving these resources in renewal is not jw,t to seek ways
to make use of them. We need rather to envision ways to integrate them into the
whole web of learning experiences. New delivery systems should not be viewed as
competitors but rather as complements of the more famili¥ ones. The world of
theological education can become a whole worldwide network of interrelated
resources. For iutance, by video tape, case studies from a variety of cultural
contexts can be brought into the classroom, and courses can be taken to local
groups who could never come to the campus.
As we seek renewal in theological education, we need to do more than review
our achievements; we need to create new kinds of learning opportunities in which
schools and churches worldwide can contribute to each other in practical and
unprecedented ways.
IDllaeace of accredlb.tloa ageaclel. Although accrediting agencies seek to iuure
that candidate schools are true to their mission statements and achieve their stated
objectives, they are by no means limited to a passive role in theological educatk>n.
They have the opportunity and responsibility not just to monitor but to motivate.
They have the credibility aad authority to make good things happen.

AB ICAA is proving by this consultation, accrediting agencies, as they remain
eensitive to the- needs of the churches and remain true to biblical principle11,
conatitute a key l'IIIOUrce for renewal in theological education. They are more than
caretaken, of academic mores; they are vilionaries peering over the horizon. They
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are catalys1;s bringing together the old and the new to make crucial conhibutions to
the life of the churches.
Accrediting agencies serve the schools which serve the churches. Tp serve
well is to eD81lre the success of those served. It is not too much to say thai as
accrediting ~ncies go, 110 go the schools; and as the schools go, so go the
churches.

v. TD URGENCY roB. RENEWAL
As we have noted some of the contemporary pressures in theological
education, we condllde that renewal is not optional. We must furlher understand
that it is urgent.
At least four conditiona challenge us to undertake renewal
seriously and quickly.
Ou world is clauglng. As Toner predicted, the rate and extent of change is
accelerating at an increasing pace. As we look at the stqdents in our classrooms,
we realize that they have come from worlds very different -from ours. They a,e
seeking aoswers to new questions and will have to address new conditioD8. They
will be using new technology and techniques, and they will be wrestling with
theological and ethical issues that were beyond our horizons.
One of the most important factors in their ministry will be the interaction
among varioUB configurations of the church-- church/mission relations,
church/parachurch relatio1111, associations of churches and mi11sio1111, and the
implications of interdating among believers from different cuHures and economic
backgrounds. They will .live their lives and do their work in the atmosphere of
AIDS, economic uncertainties and catastrophes, the threat of nuclear war, the
increase of violence, and the constant possibiliiy of devastating political realignment,
both internationally and in their own communities..
As we rellect on our faculties and the nature of their b'ainmg, the curricula
and iextbooks we uee, and the way we ~h, we must ask the questiou: Are we
doing the right things in the right ways to produce the right products NOW? Will
our graduates know more than what theologians have been saying to each other for
two millennia? Will they know what God .is saying to their people in their world?
Will they be able to bring their people into a growing, family relationship with
God? Will they be motivated to reach out to those who have never heard of him?

Oar cbim:bes are wed. With a few exceptions there is often little rela&io,uhip
between the extent of the pastor's thE!<>logical training and the effectiveness of his
ministry as refiected in the spiritual qualiiy of the · lives of his people. Of coune
we must take into account the resisting work of Satan and remembe.r that even
Paul's parishioners, notably at Corinth, did not always benefit from hill millietry.
And the Apostle John lamented that some "went out from us, for they were not of

WI."
Even so, we must ask: How effective are our graduates in modeling and
communicatmg the teachings of Scripture? What have we really taught them?
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What have we prepared them to do? ~ there a gap between the kinds of facts
and skills they learned and the kind of ministry they are expected to perform? Is
the product they produce in their churches and communities a useful measurement
of the kind of product we have produced in our theological schools?
These questions must be uked because throughout the world immorality,
greed, spiritism, coldness, strife, and defection to non-:-Christian religions are evident
among believers to an unprecedented extent. The predictions of the Aposile (1
Timothy 3) are being fulfilled with awful accuracy.
These questions must have better answers than we have gjven in the pasi.
Their seriousness challenges us to urgency.
Our tuk 1B not gettiag doae.

Over three billion people in the world have yet to
hear of Jesus Christ. With few exceptions there is little evidence that theological
education is producing a measurable impact in terms of evangelism. Again we
must ask the hard questions: How effective are our graduates in bringing people to
Jesus Christ? Are they equipped and motivated to lead others in this? Is Cl'088
cultural evangelism one of their main concerns?

In many cues this is so. All of us could point to outstanding examples of
men and women who have gone through our programs and who are being greatly
used of God in this way. But as we reflect on our faculties, our curricula, and our
courses, and on the experience these studenis had with us, are we assured that we
have sent them out to win people to Jesus Christ?
Our faith 1B being cbaBeaged.

Through the resurgence of old religions and the
never ending concoction of new ones, through direct intervention by Satan in the
spirit world, and\ throu~ erosion by liberal theologians, God and his Word are
Our graduaies are not going onto a beach but a
under increasing attack.
battlefield. Are we training them to handle the Word as an offensive sword or as
a relic to be discussed and admired? With the global aggressive thrust of Islam,
the distortions of Communism, the cynicism of unbelief, and the intimidation of
Satan through fear and confusion, we must consider whether our graduaies should
be more soldiers and perhaps less scholars in the classical sense. This is not to
suggest that they pursue anything less than excellence in their study. It does
affirm, however, that we need always to keep in mind the fact that they are going
into battle and that we are military academies preparing them for the conflict. We
must also remember that our ultimate objective is not to produce soldiers hut to
"win the war."
CONCLUSION

Theological education may well be the single mOBt important issue in the
church today. It is time for renewal in theological education, not a rejection of the
put or a retreat from academic excellence, but a re-viewing of who we are and
what we are doing and why. It is more fundamental than strategizing to •raise
academic standards. 11 It is the challenge to take the lead in the mOBt basic area of
church life, learning about God and his ways and teaching others to teach others.
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As Paul challen8"(1 Timothy: •The things which you have beard from me in the
preeence of many witnesses, these entrust to faithful men, who will be able to teach
(2 Timothy 2:2).
It is a task that the members of ICAA are
others also"
uniquely positioned to under take. It is a task I am confident the ICAA will
undertake and in which it will, by God's grace and power, succeed.
A paper pre8ented to the (CAA Consultation on Accreditation Un&er We.issech iJn
T&l, West Germany, June 23-27, 1987.
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MODELS OF THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
YESTERDAY AND TODA.Y
Henr, Griffith

Theological colleges and Bible schools abound in Africa. Theee institutions
have grown to be the accepted model for the training of pastors and evangelists on
the African continent. The purpose of this ariicle is to trace briefly the history of
leadership training, look at some contemporary models of theological education, and
make some practical suggestions to help us improve what we are presently doing in
our pastoral training schools in Africa.
Leadership Traiaing in the New Testament Era

In the New Testament period
discipleship method was the primary
Jesus learned by being with Him.
father would his son. Ralph Covell
follows:

there were no theological schools.
The
means of training leaders. The disciples of
Paul encouraged and taught Timothy as a
and Peter Wagner describe this method as

Paul followed the appre11tice method of Jesus in training a
company of men who traveled with him. Carefully selected by
him during hie missionary journeys; these men were trained
•an the job" in the truths of Scripture, and in the skills
necessary for their ministry. 1

Models of Putonl Tralnlag Down Tlaroagh the Bllliory' of the Claoreh

During the post-apostolic period catechetical schools were found,id for training
new converts.
In Alexandria around 230 A.D. Origen upgraded one of theee
institutions founded by Clement to an advanced theological school. The curriculum
of this institution included Bible, natural sciences, .geometry, astronomy, philollophy,
and ethics.
This type of school was founded because the church was beiag
attacked by philosophers and .needed an educated clergy to provide a strong
apologetic. 2
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Many of the clergy of the· fourth to sixth centuries received their basic
education in the ancient imperial schools of rhetoric wlaere the main emphasis wu
on rhetoric and philoeophy.
In North Africa candidates for ordination were
examined both in respect 1o their orthodoxy and their learning. 11 Nevertheless, it
ahould be noted that most of the rural priests received nothing more than a very
ahort and informal kind of training. This continued in many churches during the
entire Middle Ages. 4
During the Middle Ages there were at least three different means of training
the clergy: (1) in monasteries, (2) under the supervision of a tiishop ("the
episcopal system•), and (3) informally in the home of priests. 6
The monastery arose originally in response to invasions by the Goths, Franks,
Visgoths, and Lombards who threatened to destroy the very fabric of classical
civilisation. Priests took young boys into the monastery and trained them to be
monks. The curriculum included reading, writing, Bible memorization, doctrine,
and liturgy, with an emphasis on meditation, prayer, and manual labour. It was
felt that this type of training was a means of escaping the pollution of the world
and establishing a Christian culture. 6
The second type of training during the Middle Ages was the episcopal system,
also called •cathedral schools• in which a group of students gathered around a
bishop to receive training in church dogma, liturgy, and common law. At an
earlier time general education was received through the ordinary Roman schools of
the day. When the Roman ~stem of education was destroyed by the barbarian
invasions, the cathedral schools, along with the monastaries, assumed the
In the twelfth and
responsibility of prov.idi~ this kind of general education.
thirteenth centuries these schools became the fll'St universities of Europe. Their
primary purpose was the teaching of theology. 7

a

At the time of the Reformation, Luther was
professor of theology in one of
these universities though not one of the earliest ones. The Reformation brought
with it a change in the training of the clergy with more emphasis on preaching and
the study of Scriptures as can be seen in the academy founded by Calvin in
Geneva. 8
Protestant pastors in Europe during the 16th and 17th centuries received one
of two types of education. - either a university education with a strong emphasis
on, Hebrew and Greek, or an informal training which in England included study of
the Bible and a book of sermons entitled Bollinger's Decades.
In 18th century England we see the emergence of a noteworthy form .of
informal training - that of John Wesley, His circuit riders were extremely busy in
their itinerant ministry so Wesley prepared a collection of Christian literature to be
studied and sold by these preachers. They were expected to give eight hours to
sleeping, eight hours to study, prayer, and meditation, and eight hours to
preaching, visitation, and social work. 9
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In colonial America Harvard and other colleges were originally begun primarily
as a means of pastoral training.
Ministerial candidates would get their basic
general education at college and then do an apprenticeship with an established
clergyman to learn the role of a pastor. 10
A church log from a small New England parish reveals that two pastors who
served that church for a span of a hundred years continually had students living
with them studying Greek and Hebrew to catch a vision of the work of a pastor.
The pay of these colonial pastor/supervisors was by the ,General Court of
Massachusetts and included twelve pounds of sterling, two barrels of cider, and ten
cords of wood. 11
The Great Awakening in America during the 1730's and 40's produced the
emergence of "log colleges• or academies beginning with William Tennet's Log
College in Neshaminy, Pennsylvania, ~und 1735. Two or th~ ministers were
trained per year. 12 · Sixty-five Presbyterjan academies were founded between 1736
and the end of the century. 13
The alternative to college study was especially important in the sparsely
settled regions of western Virginia, the Carolinas, and what would become
Tennessee. This system of training Presbyterian pastors was a carefJtl].y organized
program of "reading divinity•, administered by the presbyteries which would
eventually examine the candidate for ordination. The curriculum was heavy on the
academic subjects - with reading in Latin, Greek, Hebrew, ontology, pneumatics,
astronomy, and the various branches of theology. 14
The Methodist system of pa:,toral training on the frontier was less academic
and patterned after Wesley's system of in-service training.
The Methodist
preachers were expected to read assigned books five hours a day. 16 Baptisis,
especially in the American South, ordained the most gifted person in the
congregation who then continued in his secular vocation {i.e. tent-making). 1• It
should be noted that partially because of these flexible ministerial patterns the
Southern Baptists and Methodists, not the Congregationalists or the Presbyterians,
became the largest denominations in the United States of America. 17
We have seen that early pastors in America were usually trained eidler in a
combination college-apprenticeship program or an informal system of on the job
training. How then did today's system of three year seminaries arise in the United
States? George L Hunter explains it as follows:
A desire of independlt.llce from the .old world, & ch&nge in
the focus &nd constituencies of colonial colleges, & growing
need for minillterB, uid the emergence of theological divisions
&nd confficta led to the est&bliabinent of theological
semin&ries, & development which occured l&rgely during the
19th century, a.I though the first theological aemin&ry wu
founded in 1784 ( & Dutch Reformed semin&ry •&t Fl&tbuah,
Long lal&nd, New York}. 18
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Although in Europe many puton still receive their theological education in
the university, today in America four yean of humanities and three yean of
seminary hu become the norm of excellence for ministerial preparation. Some
pastors in America receive their training in a three or four year Bible institute or
Bible college. This movement became popular in America especially in the early
20th century because of liberalism in the seminaries.
Protestant missionaries from America have taken the two recent models of
pastoral training in America, the seminary and the Bible college 11J1 the norm of
excellence for pastoral training often without trying to fit them to the situation in
the foreign country. - At the Tambaram Council in 1938 theological education was
seen as the weakest area of the miMionary enterprise. After World War II several
studies were carried out on theological education in the third world, and in
1967-58 the Theological F.ducation Fund was established to correct some of the
weaknesses seen in the exported models. 19 This program was carried out in three
mandates.
The First Mandate (1968-1964) had as its goal to strengthen the
academic quality of theological education in the third world. The Second Mandate
was a search for a relevant theology, and .the Third Mandate emphasized the need
for a contextualized theological education. 20
Indigenous Models of Pastoral Training ha the Third World Today
Among the most notable forms of Christianity that exist to a large extent
apart from missionary direction and inOuence are the independent churches of
Africa and the Pentecostals of Latin America. Let us look at how some of these
groups train their pastors.
The South African Zionist churches began in 1921. Most of the founders
never had formal training. Today leaders are developed by the following means.
As soon as a person joins the church, he is regarded as a trainee. He is taught
the doctrine of his church and expected to watch and imitate the lives of others in
the group.
Real training takes place in the evening services.
Here younger
Christians preach first and older ones follow during which they point out the
mistakes made by the younger Christians as well as suggest good methods of
preaching. "It is only after the leadership is satisfied with one's ability, conduct,
and loyalty to the church that he is &88igned to a specific task like being in charge
of a congregation." 21
Many Pentecostals in Latin America have a form of in-service training that
is even more intensive than that of the African Zionists. The training of pastors
among Chilean Pentecostals, studied by Christian Lalive D'Epinay, is most
interesting. Tl1e potential pastor is not trained in a seminary but "in the streets".
He must climb the rungs of the hierarchical ladder one by one. Lalive D'Epinay
names the following stages: preacher in the streets, Sunday School teacher,
preacher. church planter, pastor-deacon (first real pastoral grade), and fulltime
pastor. 2'.!
Roger Greenway describes a similar system in Mexico in which six
competenci~" are required before a man can be ordained. and become a fnll time
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salaried pastor. The com))dencies are:

(1) street evangelism (2) jail mmistriee (3)
church planting (4) 111iata.ntship to a.n older pastor during which time he is tutored
in doctrine, Bible interpretation, a.nd preaching (5) Scripture and doctrine - the
candida&e must pus a two-day examination before a group of pastors and Pffl!Ch
acceptably on several texts (6) trial pastorate - he is 8118igned to a small church
for a year. After a year the church is asked if they want him as their pastor.
Only after ibis is affirmed can he be ordained. 28

Greenway sees this to be a good model because pastors are "trained from the
ground up• in evangelism. and becall8e the system is "pedagogically sound".
Greenway points out the strong points of this model: (1) Cognitive imput - there
is an exam on Bible doctrine and Biblical interpretation. There is aiso a week long
pastoral refresher retreat every six months. (2) Obeervation of the mentor's action
and discussion of his personal performance, - apprenticeship, and feedback. (3)
Practice by the intern with the mentor obeerving. (4) Discl1B8ion of the intern's
performance - · his work is continually reviewed and evaluated. (6) The intern
carries on with the mentor abeent at the church planting stage and trial pastorate
stage. (6) DiscuMion of the intern'& performance - the whole _congregation must
decide whether it wants to call and support the trial pastor after a twelve month
period.
(7) The mentor occasionally attends the intern's church and critiques the intern as
he begins to teach another· person to carry on after he leaves. 24

Theological Education by Exteasion
Probably the most well known alternative model of pastoral training is
theological education by exten.sion (TEE) first used in Guatemala in the 19609.
TEE is described by Kenneth Mulholland as a field based approach which does. not
interrupt the leader's involvement in the ministry. Instead of the student coming
to the seminary, the seminary goes to the student. This style of pastoral training
reaches the real leaders of the local congregations, thus enabling them to develop
their gifts and ministries without leaving their place of service. 26
Walter Gammage aees the TEE system to be good in that it ca.n:
(1) reach large numbers, (2) can reach mature family men who ~not attend a
resident school, (3) be adaptable to different educational levels and cultural groups,
(4)
be suitable for part time, . tent making ministers, (6) piovide for greater
mobility in student enrollment, (6) cost less per student, (7) be well adapted to
provide in-service theological education, and (8) uae better educational methods
such as programmed instrociion and group discWlllion rather than lecture. 11111

Gammage also points out some of the weaknesees in this model of pastoral
Theological Education by Extension (1) _requires a -.i:ac:h longer period
than a resident school; though pedagogically sound, this ·. fact . is. sometimes
inconvenient for students; (2}- is not well suited to rel!l8arCh ~auae of the lack- of
a library; (3) lacks suitable texts; (4) is difficult to teach homilecice and other
practical. coUl'Sl!S that call for the evaluation of behavioral skills · because of the
training.
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limited class hours; (6) reduces opportunity for spiritual formation because of lack
of community; (6) is sometimes the object of prejudice, especially on the part of
certain pastors who have completed a resident school and believe that form of
education to be superior. 27
Other Curren& Models of Theological Education

We will now look briefiy at other models of theological education. In the
communal model the emphasis is placed on living together as part of a family.
L' Abri in Switzerland, with its emphasis on living and learning together, is an
example of this model. In this model study is largely individualized which allows
for students to come and go at different ti~es. Great emphasis is placed on life
modeling between the teacher and the student. 28
Another model is the evangelistic model which places emphasis on the
strategic location of the centers and is usually directed to the university student.
The setting encourages the student to drop in at his own convenience.
The
curriculum is designed for the free flow of ideas. The faculty is highly mobile and
comes from established educational institutions for short courses. This permits the
program to be accredited rather easily. 29
The apprentice model focuses on the pastoral role. The church becomes the
The
context in which theological understanding and pastoral practice occurs.
purpose is to keep these two aspects in a dialectical relationship to each other.
There is also close supervision of the study by the elders of the church throughout
this program. 30
In Africa other models of leadership training have been tried. A common
type of pastoral training has been short term institutes, which run froM one week
to three months.
These are especially popular for training rural church
membership and leade&ship. A short term institute has a number of advantages
over a resident school. The students can stay at home during this program, or at
least they are not away from home very long. The students are usually leaders in
their congregations. The local churches assume clearly defined responsibility. The
students are not forced to obtain more in that short time than they can put to
practice. The short term institute has, however, the disadvantage of not being
workable for urban tent making pastors who cannot leave their jobs. 81 In addition
this system is usually more suitable as a means of continuing education than as a
means of pastoral training.
Paul Long describes a modification of this system which is used to prepare
mature leaders for pastoral ministry. This program sponsored by the Campinas
Seminary in Brazil consists of one month in seminary, eleven months of guided
studies at home, and one more month of resident studies. It is a shorter program
than the regular seminary, and it requires no Greek nor Hebrew. Most of the
graduates of this program, according to Long, are now serving as missionaries in
the interior of Brazil. 82
Correspondence courses have also been used for some time as a means of
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leaderahip training. They are inexpenaive to the w,er and are sometimes the only
method of training available to those who are isolated. Correspondence courses
help students develop good study habits and are an effective means of continuing
education. There is no danger of students in a correspondence program becoming
isolated from the church nor the world. a.a Several weaknesses in a correspondence
program include no face to face contact with the teacher, and a high attrition rate
especially where there is poor reading ability, 84 delayed feedback, and the
extremely high motivation needed for a correspondence counre to be successful.
Immediate relevancy is difficult to obtain, and the courses are usually not
contextualized. 36
Interestingly a number of seminaries in the United States have developed in
recent yeara correspondence programs or "individualized study programs" often
using cassette tapes so that a student can progress at a speed commensurate with
his or her background, ability, and maturity. Resources available to the student
are personal counseling by his faculty advisor, a syllabus of courses, projects,
seminars, specimens of the qualifying examinations, and a cleat statement of the
faculty expectations for student achievement. No student follows exactly the same
route in reaching his goal. After completing his qualifying examinationa the student
is aided in structuring an individualized program of studies at a -more advanced
level. Here again his work is personal in terms of achievement, his interests, and
his needs in present and future ministry. The content of the curriculum and the
form of his study program are highly functional. 116
In cities another popular form of leaderahip training is the night Bible school.
According to Mulholland, there are three hundred evening Bible schools in Latin
America alone. These schools allow tent making pastors and other church leaders
who work during the day to take advantage of Biblical training.
They are
generally characterized, writes MJ.lholland, by conservative theology, an emphasis on
practical courses, and · an atmosphere of sacrificial dedication. They are more often
independent of foreign funds and control than seminaries. Though they sometimes
lack well qualified teachers and materials, they are meeting real needs especially in
the cities of Latin America. 87

Their counterpart in Africa is day Bible schools. In Africa Bible schoola are
often located in village areas and thus do not dislocate the students from their
village culture and economic level. They stress evangelistic and spiritual concerns
and the content of the Bible. They are more indigenous than seminaries and
perhaps more accepted by the churches. Although their academic level is low,
Bible schools are meeting a vital need in the third world church. 88

Suggestlou for Improving ov putonl tnhahlg 111:hools in Africa
Certainly many theological institutions here in Africa need strengthening by
improving the faculty, the curriculum, the library, and the facilities. Let us not
forget, however, that our goal in theological education is to equip our students for
ministry. Qualifications for ministry lie in three basic areas: (1) chancier, (2)
skills, and (3) knowledge. A Christian leader must po8Sl!l!ll Godly character; he
must have certain skills to tend the flock, teach, and couruiel; and he must know
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God and His Word. How can we improve our schoola by helping students grow in
the f11'8t two areas - - character and skills? I believe that we need to build into
our programs more one to one discipling situations between the teachers and
students. This can best be done during evangelism trips away from th~ campus,
but times set aside for prayer and discU88ion can also be important. So often
theological education is simply imparting content rather than training men and
women of God that they may grow in grace and develop their spiritual gifts for
ministry within the Body of Christ.
I also see the need to have supervised field education for students in every
level of theological schools.
In addition there needs to be more continuing
education for graduates of these schools. In sb'e88ing pastoral training let us not
forget the importance of lay training in Africa. We need to be working to reduce
not widen the gap between clergy and laity.
Quality theological colleges for training men and wom!ln at a high level are of
vital importance to the growth, maturity, and theological purity of the Church in
Africa.
We should not forget, however, that throughout the history of the
Christian Church there have been many other legitimate )Jlodels of theological
education. We should not place undue importance on a theological college degree
as the ideal qualification for Christian ministry. Rather we should respect and
work together with ·our brethren who have not had the opportunity of theological
education at this level. Over the years God has used mightily His servants trained
in many different ways·.
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BIBLICAL BASIS FOR
SOME HEALING METHODS
IN AFRICAN TRADITIONAL SOCIETY
Udobata Onumva

In many parts of Africa and Asia, medical doctors are acc11Stomed to seeing
their patients seeking help from "traditional healers" who possess links with the
indigenous non- Western medical tradition. This is evidenced especially in mental
and psychosomatic disorders. In spite of the achievements of modern medicine, the
tenacity of traditional medicine and therapy is still an obvious fact. One common
reason for this phenomenon is that most patients view modern medicine as tackling
the manifestations of disease but not its cause, so they look for someone who will
tackle its cause as well. 1 Often they do so to supplement the help they get from
oi;thodox Western medicine.
To most medical doctors trained in Western medicine, this attitude looks
absurd and illogical.
They ignore the fact that it is an act of faith, because
Africans believe that the unaided effort of man is vain.
Unconsciously some
Christians and even \DOD-Christians who indirectly aasociate the Christian faith with
the West, think that everything African is fetish, idolatrous, quack, and unchristian.
As every aspect of western medicine and therapeutic skill can not be said to be
Christian, all traditional therapeutic techniques can not be branded pagan, fetish,
and unscientiric.
This paper will address itself to a critical search for the biblical basis and
equivalents for some traditional therapeutic methods in contemporary society. It is
a theological evaluation of some indigenous methods of healing (which had hitherto
been neglected or ridiculed) to ascertain their acceptability to a practising
Christian in Africa . today.
The health of the whole person is a challenge to
Christians now more than ever before, particularly in respect of the United Nations'
dateline for "Health for all by the year 2000. • Most people still confuse everything
Christian with the West or see it as a west oriented faith. To say the least
Christianity, which is not the traditional religion of the Jews or Europeans but a
transcendental and incarnate faith, is older in Africa than it is in Britain. Ii is a
universal faith. which offers salvation to anyone who accepts Christ (see John
1:9-13; cf. Acts 10:34-35). Christianity was established in Egypt, Lybia, Ethiopia
and some other centres in North Africa before it got to Britain. As an incarnate
faith, it is not culture bound but rather transcends all cultures, refines and purifies
them, and expresses itseH through some noble aspects of the culture, especially the
language.
This paper does not intend to sound apologetic but serves as a genuine search
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for the basis of making Biblical faith meaningful to the African Christian especially
those engaged in the ministry of making men whole such as paston, evangelists,
and Christian doctors.

I. Afrleu Coaeept of Dealt._ Ill t._e Llglat

or tlae .Bible

In Africa one observes that the concept of health .is far more social than
biological.
A more unitary concept of psych080matic interrelationships is an
apparent reciprocity between mind and matter. Health is, therefore, not an isolated
phenomenon but part of the entire magico-religious fabric far more than an
absence of disease. 2 So anyone trying to work out a scheme of "health for all by
the year 2000" must not only think in terms of physical eradication of disease but
also the proclamation of the Word of God that, nourist,.es the soul. Dr. S. R.
Burstein, a ·public health expert, has stated that among many non-industrialized
societies
medicine In our sense . . . is only one phue of 1, •d of
proc-• to promote human well-being, a.verting the wr&th of
gods a.nd 1pirlto, ma.kinlJ rain, purifyinlJ strea.ma or
habitatione, improving oex potency or fecundity ••. it ia
bound with the whole interpretation of life. 3

Burstein is right to point out that in traditional societies, tbe treatment of
sickness falls within the realm of religion. This is particularly true when we
understand that the traditional worldview is rooted in religion.
This cQmprehensive concept of health and healing is not an exclusive reserve
of the African or other non-industrialized societies. For instance Bernard Haring,
writing from his experience of orthodox medicine in the West, clearly states that:
a. comprehenaive underota.ncting of huma.n health lncludee
the 1Jr9ateet poaaible harmony of all man'• forcee a.nd
energies, the Jreatelt pomible epiritualiution of man 'a
bodily upect a.nd the fineet embodiment of the spiritual.
True health is revealed in the eelf-actuali&atio11 of the
peraon who hu attained that freedom whleh manhailll all
a.va.ilable energiee for the fulfilment of his total
vocation. 4

However, not many practitioners of orthodox medicine who adopt
anti-religious philoeophies (particularly anti-Christian) understand this broad
concept of health (see John 10:10). In the Biblical perspective healing in all its
ramifications is the symbol of the redemptive grace and manifestation of it. The
healing of disease is always represented as God's victory and more particularly His
victory won in Christ over sin and death. 6 Healing and salvation are couiantly
81l110Ciated: "Heal me O Lord and I shall be healed; save me and I shall be saved"
cried the prophet Jeremiah (Jer. 17:14; er. Ps. 91:1). The psalmist in many other
places echoes similar songs or joy when be remembers the healing and forgiveness
the Lord offen (Ps. 103:1-3; Ps. 116:1-5).
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By the time of Jeaus, the healing of the sick and the proclamation of the
Goepel were an iil!eparable part of the same complete ministry. He sent out his
disciples to preach the Good News of the Kingdom. of God and to heal the aick
(Luke 9:2). He had earlier in the synagogue appropriated the fulfilment of the
prophecy of Iaaiah 61:1-4 in his public reading of the Scripture (Luke 4:16-19).

Healing either in the traditional African society or in the ministry of the Lord
Jeaus Christ is therefore an elaboraie enierprile in which the practitioner doea not
seek only the person's phyaical well being but also his spiritual and psychological
fulfilment.
Ii thus incorporates the reintegration of the penon to the run
membership of his community.

The Bible is replete with evidences of healing which are inherently miraculous.
Four Old Testament examples stand out conspicously:
The healing of King
Abimelech (Gen. 20:17), the healing of the Iaraelitea bitten by the wild snakes
(Num. 21:6-9), the healing of the Syrian Captain, Naaman by Elisha (2 Kings
5:1-19), and that of King Hezekiah (2 Chr. 32:24ff; 2 Kings 20:1-7).
A common
denominator in the above four healings is that none wu performed with any
physical administration of drugs and medicaments. In the cue of Hezekiah, the
balm recommended by the prophet was after the Lord had granted the healing and
perfected the cure. The es11ence of the finality of the authority of God is evident
in all. Rituals played some subtle part. The victims of the snake bites were only
asked to look at a peeudo-snake hung on a tree as a therapeutic technique (et
John 3:14-16. where Jesu is signified as the object which is lifted high for all to
behold and live). Naaman is asked to go and wash off his leprosy in a river which
he considered inferior and dirty compared to the one In his home country. Each of
the actions enjoined above looks absurd. In traditional societies some of the actions
which the healers recommend or perform look absurd but involve nothing mystical
or fetish. They sound ridiculo1111 when analyllled with the empirical methods. of
science. The integrity of the one recommending the action and faith in his person
and ministry afford much to the patient. It Iii this essence ot faith that underglrda
the whole ritual and should be focullled on the Power of God in Christ in African
society today.

Jesus performed numerous acts of healing.
Many of them are reported
Matt 8:16; 12:16;
14:14; Matt 14:36;
collectively in the New Teriament (eg.
16:30-31). He healed the lepers (Matt 8:1-4; Luke 17:12-19), a woman_ wtt_h
issue of blood (Mark 6:25-34), a man with dropsy (Luke 14:1-6), and an epdeptJC
(Luke 9:37-43), two paralytics (Matt 9:1-8; John 6:2-47), a crippled woman
(Lk 13:11-13),
a man with withered arm
(Matt 12:10-13),
Peter's
mother-in-law (Luke 4:22-28), a centurion's lll!rv&nt (Luke 7:2-10), Uie noble
man's BOn (John 4:46-63), many blind people (Matt 9:27; 20:30-34; Mlll'.k 10:46;
John 9), a ma.a both deal and dumb, two men with menial diaease (Mark 6:117; Luke 4:33-37), and even in the Garden of Gethaemane, the ear of the High
Priest's lll!J'Vant (Luke 22:60-61).
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The apoltlea, when eent out by Christ to preach and after the Pentec011t,
performed many acts of healing.
Many of the acts. were, however, reported
collectively. They include the lame at the Beautiful Gate (Acts 3:6-8), the sick
in the streets healed through Peter's shadow (Acts 6:16), Aeneas, the paralytic
healed by Peter (Acts. 9:32-36), a cripple from birth healed by Paul at Lystra
(Acts 14:8-10), and the father al Publi1111 healed of dysentry by Paul (Acts 28:8).
Many other acts of healing were performed.
The above and other acts of healing recorded In ihe Bible are evidences of
the power al God over sin, diseue, and evil (see Luke 11:14-23). S. I. Momillen
has in a lucid way explained that attainment of mental, spiritual, and physical
health is an obvious poesibility if one lives in conformity with the stipulations of
the Law al God. 6 He was in effect echoing what the writer of the wisdom
literature had earlier on stated. God speaking through the writer of the Book of
Proverbs advised, •My i,on, a*tend to my words, incline thine ear unto my sayings
. . . for they are life unto th011e who find them and health to all their flesh" (Pro.
4:20, 22). •Fear the Lord and depart from evil, it shall be health to thy navel and
marrow to thy bones• (Prov. 3:7-8). "A merry heart is a good medicine, but a
broken spirit . drieth up the bones" (Prov. 17:22). These among other Biblical
injunctions maintain that sickness is a disruption of the rhythm of the normal
process of life and an external disharmony as well 88 an Intrusion that upsets the
normal working of the body.
Having found some similarities in the traditional concept of health and causes
of illness with the Biblical views, it is now pertinent to establish the links in some
of the basic therapeutic techniques of both systems. Sin is understood in both 88
harmful to a healthy body, and the Biblical cure for sin may be effectively
appropriated b~ healf'.'l'S of human bodies in contemporary Africa. For instance some
similar traditional skills may be purified by Biblical methods and at the same time
improve on them for greater utilization.

m.

Traditional Pqclaothenpy ud Biblical Iajudiom

Traditional psychotherapy involves techniques affecting community care, ego
strengthening, and reintegration. These among other things make for the health for
the whole person which is the goal of the Biblical healing ministry. Psychotherapy
aims at influencing a patient for change, and the goals are independence, freedom,
maturity, adulthood, and self reliance.
The traditional society is a caring
community, and the individuals are seen as personally linked with the c011mos.
Every effort is continually being made to re-establish contacts when normalcy is
disrupted.
The meaning and uses of confession and abeolution cannot be over emphasized
in the traditional society. Its place in the Biblical sense should be captured. The
effects on the life and health of a patient in the traditional society are immense.
For instance, among the traditional lgbo of Nigeria, relief has often been given to
many sufferers from mental illness when th011e related to them and others included
in their social network meet them either in their private homes or in the clinics of
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the traditional healer and publicly confess. their ill will towards them (the patients).
Often a patient is allowed to speak out his grudges against his people who in turn
accept their faults. The patient is thus reassured that he is a part of the healthy
community which is prepared to welcome him to its fold. Without under rating
the good effects of sympathy, exhortation, advice, reassurance, and doctrinal
teaching, the role of confession is still important in traditional medical care.
Many functional disturbances and in the long run many organic lessons are
the direct con.sequences of unresolved' remome and guilt.
Some medical
practitioners have testified that some long standing cases of insomnia, palpitations,
headaches, disorder of the digestive organs, and hypertension have disappeared
overnight alter confessions of a lie or an immoral sex affair. The experience of
David is probably a vivid Biblical example (Ps. 51). The Bible assures us that if
we confess our sins, God is faithful and righteous to forgive us and cleanse us of
all unrighteousness (1 John 1:9). A guilty conscience clogs the flow of vitality and
inhibits the joy of a free and open heart. The lgbo of Nigeria who realise the
enormity of unconfessed and unrepented sins practise a ritual of /tu-Ogu as a part
of the therapy.
This ritual is performed before or during the healing when a
patient or his close relative is asked to unburden his heart by confessing his sins
before seeking divine blessings. The Bible is clear about the fact that repentance
and confession are essential steps towards the health of the soul (Jas. 5:16; d. :I
Sam. 24; 17; Dan. 9:20; Acts 19:18).
One other form of psychotherapy is reintegration.
It is a form of a
traditional healing method which Jesus practised.. Most of those he healed were
asked to go back to their various villages instead of following him. When Jesus
asked the healed Clerazene demoniac to go back to his kinsmen and friends and tell
them all that the Lord had done for him, he was asking the cured man to
reintegrate with his people. This psychotherapy aimed at making the cured man
self confident when he gave testimony of his healing. Besides giving glory to God
the method also intended to reassure the man of his people's willingness to accept
him back into their fold (Mark 5:19-20). He was no longer ashamed of himself
as people gathered around to ask how he was cured. He became the centre of
attraction and thus assumed some air of importance in the community. Again
alter Jesus had healed the leper, he commanded him to go and show himself to the
priest and perform the prescribed rituals (Mark I :40-44 ). This was not only
aimed at rulfilling the Levitical Law of purity (Lev. 13:49; 14:2-32), but also
served another important purpose--that of reintegration into this society that had
earlier cast him out as unclean. When the ex-leper, now healed, came to the
priest to show him self clean, probably in the presence of the congregation at
worship, the whole community· would be assured of the fact of the man's new life
and cleanliness. They could now associate with him.

In some traditional African societies especially among the lgbo of Nigeria, a
mentally skk man on being cured performs a similar ritual of reintegration as a
testimony of his recovery. He may perform an outing ceremony, or organise a
pa.rty, or take a title to show his people that he is no longer insane.
He is also
assured that he has been fully accepted by his people as a responsible member of
the community.
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IV. Pharmacorea ud Physical Thera))Y'
The Bible does not condemn medkine and its uses in healing.
On the
contrary it is seen as a part of the gifts of the bounty of God. One apocryphal
passage speaks clearly about this and needs to be quoted in full:
We have earlier mentioned 2 Kings 20:1-7 and 2 Chr. 32:24 in connection
with the healing of King Hezekiah. Read again the instructions of the prophet
Isaiah in verse 7. The Lord has given every good gift to serve man's needs.
Jesus performed several miracles of healing. In John 9:6 in the story of the
man born blind, Jesus adopted a completely different methodology of using natural
elements. The use of spittle and mud t.o produce a paste is by and large a new
dimension in Jesus's technique. The man was directed to go and wash off the
paste rubbed on his eyes by Jesus. The cure was gradual.
From science man
learns the mechanism of treatment and from the Bible its meaning. Scierce tries
to discover the wonders of the world created by God
recorded in the Bible.
Healings are merely restoration of the innate property to its original design and
function.
SUJIUDU'Y and Conclusion

From the foregoing discussions we have tried to establish some close
relationships between therapeutic techniques in traditional African society as part
of the Divine redemptive scheme recorded in the Bible. The concept of health in
both systems is patterned on the same broad conceptual scheme, incorporating
body, soul, and spiritual dimensions.
The awful effects of sin as a factor of
physical malaise are not peculiar to the Biblical view but are also found in the
traditional religious system.
Psychotherapy, either in westernised Christian societies or in the traditional
non-industrialised communities, may be understood as a form of theology of
restoration and restitution - a methodology for change, change for the better. It
does not belong to any particular profession; even though modern psychotherapy
grew out of medicine when .the great innovators like Freud and Adler were
physicians. 7 The traditional healer is qualified to offer this ministry in his society
where his reputation is respected. He is not only seen by his people as a healer
but also as a pastor, teacher, enabler, counsellor, and priest. The Church is a
community of saints where every believer can serve as an agent of healing.
Rightly, Charles Jackie has described pastoral psychology as a ministry that may
be done by clergymen, physicians, school teachers, psychologists, social workers, and
any whose training qualifies them and who identify with the historic community of
faith. 8 The Church played this role in the first century of the Apostolic era (I
Cor. 12:9). It was regarded as a valid proof of apostolic authenticity and sound
doctrine (Titus 1:9). Some groups of people in the Church today have, however,
been guilty of intellectual distortion of the healing power of the Gospel and of
almost neglecting the gift of healing. In traditional religious systems where faith
rather than intellect is emphasized, healing is given pride of place. The healing
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ministry of the Church is Biblical and an important feature of the religious
experience just as it an indispensable feature of the traditional faith.
A strong faith in God enables a man to decipher the basis of any sort of
ritual involved in any form of traditional healing. Some of the traditional rituals
(in fact many) are sordid and corrupt, shrouded in secrecy, and should not be
accepted by a Christian. Nonetheless, a good number of such rituals may not be
anti-Biblical but need a knowledge of Scripture to relate them reasonably and
meaningfully to the pre-venient Grace of God.
They may be some of the
unknown seeds of Christianity which need the illuminating light of the Gospel to
make them serve God's people in a wider dimension.
A sound theological
understanding is then necessary if a balanced assessment would be made lest we
throw out the baby with the water in the bath.
Such spirit directed theological
study can help to check the errors of syncrdiam and liberalism which have been
the bane of most theological positions taken in the past by many heretics.
The Bible speaks of the Jews accusing Jesus of casting out demons in the
name of Beelzebulb (Matt 12:22-33;
Lk 11:14-23; Mark 3:20-27).
The
accusation is false, but the essential thing here is to note that not all traditional or
Western therapeutic methods which can produce effective results are Biblically
sound and God motivated. Even though David was invited to eniertain Saul with
music when the King was delirius, we know that not all forms of music have that
healing touch and render glory to God. Before any cultural form of healing is
accepted, one must therefore examine it against the background of the Bible.
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Tiu: Cro88 of Christ
by John R. W. Stott
Inter-Varsity Press, 1986
pp. 383.

Given the absolute centrality of the cross in the Christian faith, it is both
surprising and disturbing that so little has been written on the subject at a popular
level. John Stott notes the existence of this gap in the introduction to his book
and goes a long way towards filling it. He sets himself three goals: to be true to
Scripture, to share the fruits of his reading, and to relate the doctrine to the
contemporary world.
The book is divided into four parts. Part one, "Approaching the Cross,"
serves as something of an introduction, establishing the centrality of the cross in
the thinking of the New Testament writers and its character as a deliberate act of
the Father and the Son, and examining its meaning from the information given in
the Gospels. In part two, "The Heart of the Cross", Stott expounds the Biblical
doctrine of the atonement, explaining it in terms of satisfaction and substitution
necessitated by the problem of sin and consequent condemnation.
Part three,
"The Achievement of the Cross", considers the application of the cross to men and
women: it saves them; it reveals God's glory, love, and justice to them; and it
liberates them from the power of Satan. And finally part four, "Living under the
Cross", shows how the cross should affect our daily living in practice.
The value of the book is indisputable. Most important is its solid Biblical
exposition of the doctrine of substitutionary atonement which Stott vigorously
defends against- n1UDerous critics from Abelard to C. H. Dodd. Biblical terms such
as propitiation and justification are clearly explained, and difficult points are
clarified such as the distinction between substitution and representation. There are
good brief expositions of Job, Revelation, and especially Galatians, as well as a
valuable discussion of why some parables such as the Prodigal Son seem
superficially to rule out the necessity of the atonement. In the African context
chapter 9, "The Conquest of Evil," is particularly valuable, showing the implications
of the cross for the power of Satan and how the Christian is affected. The whole
final section reminds us that sound doctrine must be accompanied by sound living;
our faith must issue in appropriate fruit. It is a call we should take very much to
heart.
Nevertheless, there are significant points which invite criticism or at least
require further clarification. One example is Stott's consideration of the need for
atonement which he seems to see as an absolute rather than a "consequent"
necessity. That is to say, he implies not only that there was no other way to save
men than the method actually adopted, but also that there was nothing else God
could do but save them - he was constrained somehow to do so. Thus Stott
· refers to an "internal necessity" which meant that "God must 'satisfy' himself." He
goes on: "the only way for God's holy love to be satisfied is for his holiness to be
directed in judgement upon his appointed substitute, in order that his love may be
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directed towards us in forgiveness• (p. 158).
Later on he continues "there was
no other way by which God's holy love could be satisfied and rebellious human
beings could be saved"
(p. 161). This however goes beyond the teaching of
Scripture. It is no doubt true to say that the only means · to save men was the
method of substitutionary atonement, but God was not obliged to save at all.
There is no "internal necessity.• The decision to save was an act of sovereign
grace and love, free and unconstrained. Men do not have to be saved to •satisfy"
this love for they are not, as Stott suggests, "the sole objects of his holy love.•
That love is surely pre-eminently expressed in the relationships that exist among
the persons of the Trinity and does not require an external expression. Indeed, if
one argues that salvation is a necessary act of God in order that hi" love may find
fulfilment, one· must presumably argue that creation is equally a n..cessary act, and
the sovereign creator is as dependent on his creation as the creation is on him.
Further, Stott fails to clarify the degree to which man is spiritually
incapacitated by sin. On the one hand he refers to man
a slave to sin, needing
to be liberated by Christ (p. 95), and he rejects the view that sinners cooperate
with grace. Thus he says of the Catholic position: "They (Catholics) add that
human beings have not lost their free will and are therefore able to co-operate
with grace and contribute to salvation" and goes on later to say: "There is no
cooperation between God and us, only a choice between two mutually exclusive
ways, his and ours"
(p.
187). It is therefore surprising when later on he
approvingly cites Vanstone noting that "God's love is seen 'waiting in the end,
helpless before that which it loves' .... for in giving his son to die for sinners God
made himself vulnerable to the possibility that they would snub him and turn
away" (p. 216). There is, to say the least, a lack of clarity here, for Vanstone
clearly implies man must cooperate with grace: indeed, far from sovereign, he
leaves grace impotent befor~ the sovereign decision of men. The impression left is
of a feeble God; unable to bring His purposes to conclusion, a far cry from Him
"who accomplishes all things according to the counsel of His will."

as

The question of man's spiritual and moral capacity is also raised, though in a
different form, when Stott discusses the "problem of forgiveness." He refers to the
Biblical recognition that "man's responsibility is diminished" (p. 95), by the world,
the flesh and the devil. But is this in fact a Biblical recognition? The exegetical
evidence quoted in support by no means proves the case. Would it not be better
to argue that, while sin completely paralyses man spiritually and morally (Eph
2:1-3, Rom 8:3-8), it leaves him nevertheless fully responsible for his actions?
Slavery to sin does not diminish guilt or consequent condemnation. If it did one
might even argue that the more steeped a man is in sin, the less responsible he is,
a somewhat perverse conclusion.
Occassionally Stott raised provocative issues which are then dismissed with
very inadequate discussion. One such issue is the extent of the atonement alluded
to in passing when a reference is made to the implication of the words "for many•
in Mark 10:45. The author's position is made clear by a quotation from Jeremiah,
but there is no discussion of the point at issue nor even a recognition that-large
questions are involved that need further examination.
An exposition of the
atonement should surely consider for wllom Christ died. Similarly in the context of
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a discussion of the penal nature of human death, Stott says, •To be sure, the fOllllil
record indicates that predation and death existed in the animal kingdom before the
creation of man" (p. 65). What is not discussed, however, is whether the Biblical
testimony accords with the ambiguous record of fossil remains, to which Stott gives
an abeolute "to be sure• authority. Plainly a book on the Cross is no place lo
discuss questions of evolution and creation, but if such an observation needs to be
intruded into the text, it should at the very least be qualified.
From an
evangelical viewpoint other positions are possible and even preferable on this
question.
These last points raise in fact the question whether too much is attempted in
the book; certainly at many points one would appreciate a fuller discussion. On
the other hand, Stott succeeds in giving a remarkably full and broad picture of the
glory of the cross and its significance, doctrinal, spiritual, and moral, while at the
same time avoiding excessive length which would considerab),y restrict readership.
He holds a balance between the need for both depth and breadth.

In conclusion, the book is well written and clearly set out, chapters being
divided under sub-headings to help guide the reader through the ·argument. There
are full indexes and ·an ample bibliography (from which however John Owen's
works on the cross are curiously absent). The price is reasonable.
The book
will certainly be widely useful and appreciated;
pastors, theological students,
Christian workers of all kinds, and the •thoughtful reader" Stott has in mind would
all benefit greatly from it.
It is therefore highly recommended although not
without reservations.
Keith Ferdine1ndo,

A11ngbCJ Bible School, Zmre

Bil>lical Preaching
by Haddon W. Robinson
(Baker Book House, 1980)
pp. 230; hard cover
Is preaching out of date?
Have other mediums of communication proven
more effective for the Church? Should preaching be abandoned altogether in lieu of
other methods in reaching people with the message of the Bible?
Haddon
Robinson, author of Biblical Preaching, says no, unequivocably.

Despite widespread devaluation of preaching (especially in the West), Robinson
contends that anyone who takes the Bible seriously dares not dismiss the vital
importance of preaching, even today.

Biblical Pne1ching is about expository preaching which Robinson deliaea •
"the communication of a biblical, gram.matical,•and literary study of a puage iD
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its context, which the Holy Spirit first applies to the pel'80nality and experience of
the preacher, then through him to his hearers.• From this concise definition the
author creatively carves out ten sensible steps fc,f effective preaching from the
ch006ing of the text to "preaching so people will listen."
While the emphasis on expository preaching is nothing new to the discipline,
Robinson's methodology for taking the preacher from text to delivery is extremely
innovative. From choice of text, through the exegetical process of determining its
meaning, he careully shows the student of homiletics how to arrive at the central
thought, or the "Big Idea."
"The Big Idea• concept yoked to- expository preaching is Robinson's genius in
this book. While other homileticians have stressed the importance of focusing on
one central thought from the text ·in sermon building, this author has put real
substance to the "science" part of preaching. He stresses that it is the formation
of the "idea,• in the sermon which constitutes its cornerstone. The "idea," insists
Robinson, is a combination of two basic things: the subject and its complement or
the subject and the answer to the question, "What am I saying about the subject?"
The determination of subject and complement of a given text then give way
to an exciting homiletical journey in the development of the sermon from the
historical, grammatical, and literary study, through the outlining process and
written manuscript, to the delivery itself.
Along this journey Dr.
Robinson
transforms what might usually be a dull rehearsal of predictable procedures into a
paragraph by paragraph discovery of how the "Big Idea" concept can infuse those
procedures with new insights to yield a higher degree of effectiveness in the pulpit.
Having taught homiletics to Africans in two theological institutions over the
past decade, I have rtruggled with those students to fmd a book of "how to"
instructions for sermon building which would best prepare them for effective
preaching. While it is still too early to formulate any conclusive results, I have
recently tested this methodology with two classes at Scott Theological College
(Machakos, Kenya) and have been extremely encouraged with their positive
assessment and approval as well as their marked progress in sermon preparation
and delivery.
. Biblical Preaching is organized, clear, and balanced on the theory and practice
of preaching, and impressively documented with forty three sources.
With its
emphasis on both expository preaching and the development of the "Big Idea" from
a given text, I heartily recommend this book as both a valuable resource and
constructive text for students of homiletics in Africa.
Ralph E. Partelow,

Scott Theological College, Machakos.
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God ai.td Man in African Religion
A Case Study of the Igbo of Nigeria
•• by Dr. Emefie Ikenga Metuh
(Geoffrey Chapman, London, 1981
pp. 181, Ksh. 90.00
African Theology is no stranger to African Christianity. In the mid-twentieth
century ldowu, Sawyer, Dickson, and Mbiti invented this brand o! theology. Dr.
Metuh, lecturer in religious studies at the University of Jos, Nigeria. now joins their
school of thought by trying "to study African traditional religion as a theological
system rather than as a set of anthropological facts.• (p. x)
The book is an apology to defend the authenticity of ATR as the system
which regulates the relationship between man and God' in Africa.
Metuh's authority on this subject is worth noting.
his grandfather was a priest of Ala, an earth deity.
first hand information as an ohserver and participant.

He himself is an Igbo, and
He writes, therefore, from

To systematize ATR the author has taken his own tribe, the Igbo or Nigeria,
as a case study. He attempts to answer five questions in nine chapters and two
appendices. The five questions are:
I)

Is the concept of the supreme being in Africa one of a
living God or a c-osmic man?

2)

Is ·Chukwu a withdrawn god, or is he
world?

3)

Are the norms or human conduct referred to god as their
source and final arbiter?

4)

How does god determine man's hopes and aspirations in
the after life?

5)

Is the concept of the supreme being found among the
lgbo due ~ Christian missionary influence?

imminent in the

Chapters one to three attempt to answer the first question. First he discusses
the doctrine of God and Creation. By the evidence of three cosmogonic myths, he
asserts that God the Creator is the African God. He equates the African myths
with the creation narratives in Genesis 1 and 2. Thus Metuh understands the
Bible as a collection of human apprehensions of the deity.
He implies that
revelation is only through nature and that the Bible is not a verbal revelation of
God.

In chapter two the author is to be commended for his clarification of the
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term "Chi". ~ an lgbo he presents a comprehensive definition of the word which
is tied to the Igbo names of God (Chikwu and Chineke). In this disc11811ion
Metuh portrays skill in Igbo etymology. He explains that Africans wonhipped the
sun, mountains, and other natural phenomena as imageries used in naming God.
"It therefore might be wrong to conclude that because the same word is used for
God and the sun that the group using it are sun worshippers, or that the sun or
the sky is the Supreme Being." (pp. 30)
A diacul!8ion of the attributes of God concludes Metuh's theology on the deity.
The lgbo believe in one moral, omniscient, omnipotent, transcendent, creator god
who rules, sustains, guards, and caters to the needs of the world. The attempt to
justify the unity of God in a religion where multiple deities are worshipped deserves
attention. His argument is that there cannot be two uncreated creators. But the
question is - Can't God create beings and give them the rights and powers of
gods? And the answer is logically, yes. Therefore if the African deities are given
the right to be worshipped (as God Is), then they are gods. Hence Africa believes
in more than one god; however, only one god is the creator of all other gods.
Nevertheless they are gods.
Chapters four to six endeavour to answer the second question. Interestingly
he begins with the African world view. He presents four aspects in the lgbo world
view, namely, the multiplicity of spiritual beings, where he quotes the lfa divination
verse which speaks of "the one thousand four hundred and four diviQities". He
presents the lgbo world as one. In this one world lives the. spiritual and material;
the invisible and visible of European philoeophy and theology is not an African
concept. The hierarchy of beings, God being at the top of the ontological order
and man at the bottom, is a prominent concept in African world view promoting
the doctrine of cursing ·and blessing in ATR. The fourth aspect involves the
interaction of the beings. Metuh, informs us that the beings are "linked together by
a network of relationships guided by fixed laws, 'omenala'" (p. 66). To deviate
from theee laws is an abomination which upeets the whole set up.
Again Metuh's short sighted apologetics fallB short of a law of theologizing,
the law of 'non - contradiction'. In chapter five he says that God is viewed as
trailscendent in ATR while at the same time immanent in creation through the
spirits. He attempts kl clarify by saying that though the deities receive worship
and have divine attributes, ATR is not polytheistic. However, his attempt is short
of success in that it is incoherent to worship and revere a being as god without
calling it god.
Metuh's expertise in Igbo etymology is again revealed in his correction to
Bible translators who translated the word 'Ekwensu' as devil. He points out that
the religious dualism of a good God versus an evil devil is not found in ATR. He
remarkably explains that ekwensu in Igbo is not a devil but an evil spirit of a man
who died poor and without a family. The word would have been better translated
from the Greek or English. In the Kikamba Bible (Kenyan tribe) the translation of
devil is "ndevili" and satan ·is •satani".
The African concept of man, according to Metuh, is made up of four constituent
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principles: the soul which links man with the other life forces in the· universe; the
destiny soul, the emanation of the creator; the ancestral spirit, which links man
with his family; the real person, the unique individual created by God.

In the view presented above, the body of man is of nominal importance and cannot
be separated from the soul. The body is a mere ·appearance of the spiritual being
created by God prior to its existence on earth. In his discussion Metuh fails to
bring out the idea that God, who created the spirit, created· the body as well. For
instance the Akamba name for God (Ngai mwatuangi - God the cleaver) infers
that God shaped natural phenomena including the body of man.
Metuh's strong point is his criticism of Christian condemnation of African
medicines. He mentions that Christians have nindiscriminately condemned most
African medicines as evil and diabolical magic" (p. 98).
While agreeing with him that not all African medicine is evil and diabolic
magic, sometimes African doctors ue vain rituals simply because they want to be
paid. This they do conscious of the fact that they are neither able to diagnose nor
to treat the ailment.
His theodicy is simple; God •is given credit for all the good ... and the
presence of evil is blamed on the irresponsible behaviour of a Vulture• (p. 105).
The full myth is found in chapter one, pp. 14-15. His argument that physical
evils are punishments for moral evils is not balanced. Some sicknesses in ATR
were not caused by moral evil, and therefore they were easily treated with the use
of herbs and other medicines from the specialists, e.g. stomach upsets, wounds,
etc.
citing prayers and invocations
The author defends God's immanence by
offered directly to Chukwu. Look at this prayer offered to God in the english
version:
Oh God of the Universe,
come and take food
take kola nuts
Come and take drinks. (p. 131)
The question is - Was this kind of invocation not done abstractly? · Is the mere
mention of the name Chukwu proof that God is immanent in lgbo thought forms?
Is it not evident that the spirits and deities are realities in ATR interacting with
man, but the supreme being is an abstract idea?
Metuh's eschatology follows Mbiti's concept of time.
He interpretes the
African concept as cyclic not lineal (p. 153). Life, therefore, is conceived as a
•cyclic process of birth, death and rebirth. What is, was, and will be. The centre
of concem is the etemal now• (p. 137).
While the above view carries some truth, some examples in ATR show that
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Africans had a lineal concept of time in some cases (though not vividly accurate).
For instance the Kikuyu of Kenya trace their origin to Gikuyu and Mumbi as their
first parents. Can't this be called a lineal concept of time? The Akamba refer to
famines in the history of the tribe. Isn't this lineal history? While the eternal
now has no age dimension, yet we know that Africans counted seasons to calculate
age which is lineal concept
Metuh's general conclusion that only ATR is life affirming as opposed to
Asian N!ligions and Christianity, which can be said to be life den)'iag (p. 153), is
unscruplous and based on the biased discussion of his doctrine of salvation.
Christianity not only affirms that Jesus came to give man abundant life (John
10:10), but also is set to destroy death, the greatest enemy of life (I Corinthians
15:54-56).

In appendix I Metuh answers his fifth question. He strongly feels that the
concept of the Supreme Being found among the lgbo is not due to Christian
missionary influence.
Metuh believes that God revealed himself to the African
through nature.
Obviously there are good reasons to deny that what the African knows about
God was imported either from the Jews, Muslims, or Christians. We may say,
however, that through trade and intercultural relations in the past the concept of
God in Africa was enriched by other cultures.

Dr. Metuh is a clev writer.

His work is organized and his thesis documented. He
presents to the world of scholars a researched piece of literature. Theological
colleges on this continent should have the book in their libraries as a resource for
research done on African theology. As the .debate on contextualization continues,
the book remains to be challenged by an evangelical theology written in an African
style.

Stephen M. Sesi,

Pwani Bible lMlitute

